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A. FOREWORD 

 As God‟s program is rounding up and the last vision of the Holy Ghost is being given to 

the elected Bride to be gathered and to gather herself around the “Breakthrough Message” for 

her revival ministry of this last day, “Satan himself” is also transformed into an angel of light. 

Therefore, it is no great thing if his ministers also be transformed as the ministers of 

righteousness; whose end shall be according to their works (2 Corinthians 11: 14-15). 

 Since the opening of the seals and after the departure of William Branham who, in his 

first-fold ministry, came to forerun the second coming of CHRIST (the 2
nd

-fold of his ministry as 

“The finisher of faith”), grievous wolves, heretics, and impersonators have come into the flock 

in America, Europe, Africa, Asia, Philippines. As prophesied by the prophet, mostly those under 

the cover of “Exposition of DAMNABLE HERESIES”(EODH), are seducing, heresying and 

deforming many innocent ministers, rallying them to their headquarter in Trinidad. After 

dividing many End-time message churches, cursing, blackmailing and condemning even unto 

death, they have damned and declared the sealing unto their condition all those who have resisted 

their rascal spirit and those who never yielded to their proud spirit of the scribes of this last 

day. 

 We specially thank God, for even if the two spirits come to look alike, it shall still be 

impossible for the very elect to be deceived (Matt 24:24). 

            The obligation of the writing of this book came from the pressure of the Spirit of God to 

quickly expose and preserve his own from the hidden “ditch” set cunningly by the devil within 

the (EODH) books: Exposition of Damnables Heresies (an enticing title) full of 

contradictions, confusion, deviations, claims, impersonations and wrong teachings from a 

self proclaimed prophet DALTON BRUCE nicknamed BRUTAL BRUCE, whose new 

generation “Cult: Daltonism” was set up under W. Branham Message and is being incarnated 

today by his great proselytes mostly those found in India at Karnataka and Chennai, where 

Ronald Watson (an agent of Dalton Bruce) and Co. have established its worship in the image of 

Krishna of India. For they say that Dalton Bruce is the Son of Man, now anointed by God, shall 

lead them to the new Outpouring and the New Ministry, but a ministry of abuses, curses and 

damnation of the very member that form the elected Bride Body. 

 

                           B.  INTRODUCTION 

               The writing of this book is not at all a personal reply to the man Dalton Bruce with his 
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EODH (Exposition of damnable Heresies) team. For, since 2004, after the publishing of his 

Book N
o
 8, in which, Dalton Bruce tried to expose me as an impersonator under a title 

“Cameroon 8
th

 Messenger Bride-MASSOCK”, after he cunningly and dishonestly falsified the 

page (1) that bears my picture, I have never had any desire to write to him, nor to reply to him 

like an opposer to his work. Never, but I committed that new mood to God in Prayer, and He 

clearly revealed to me in April 2004 what was going on and taking place from that time on till 

now at Bethel House in Trinidad. 

             Then the LORD firstly reminded me the Message that He gave me a month before, 

saying: 

“Know that the evil anointing that was bore by the Pharisees in the time of JESUS is working 

into all the denominational churches and religious sects that have rejected the reformation,” 

then He added, “Starting from the mother of Harlots (Catholic Church) to the divided 

churches of the message of William Branham that abide under an “ISM” or have rejected the 

continual revelation of My Word.” 

After that, He continued revealing to me that: “The evil anointing that was bore by the 

Sadducees in the time of JESUS, is now bore by the JEHOVAH WITNESS and the 

CHURCH of CHRIST denominations.” 

Then, after reminding me with this Message, He finally revealed to me that, “the proud 

spirit” that was in the Scribes who claimed to hold onto Moses in JESUS‟ time and who were 

following Him everywhere to look for faults, critics and heresies in his preaching, is now 

incarnated into DALTON BRUCE and company; that, they are the Scribes that hold the 

letters of the messages of Moses (W.M.B) and that they have to oppose the true CHRIST of 

Today like others did at that time.  

And that I should consider that, as THE CHRIST of Today is coming on the scene, He 

must face like in the first coming, these 3 evil religious anointings, of these 3 groups: the 

Pharisees, the Sadducees and the Scribes (unto WMB), for they will seriously perturbate the 

elected and hinder the move or the taking off of the ministry of the BRIDE around the world. 

After getting that Message, I informed the brethren, ministers etc… to be watchful for, 

something is going to happen at Bethel House in Trinidad! I told them that as soon as 

DALTON BRUCE shall finish to bruise all those that he called: “Heretics and Impersonators”, 

who are being pointed, exposed, named and pasted in his books, I said: “DALTON BRUCE 
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shall claim back for himself the same claims that He is exposing on others”. And this is what 

has exactly happened today. 

 Notice, it is only after six years that on the mountain where I go to pray, the 

LORD put me to write down this book, exposing DALTON BRUCE AS THE LAST 

HERETIC AND IMPERSONATOR ON THE TRAIL OF THE BRIDE MINISTRY, whose 

religious and proud anointing of the Scribes, has rascally deformed some ministers, causing 

the dislocation or division of many churches in Asia, Africa, Latino America, Philippines, 

Europe, etc., and has by so-doing brought some of God‟s elects to the last room of the prison 

of HELL BARS at BETHEL House in TRINIDAD. 

  This book does not expose the numerous contradictions or confused and false 

teachings found in Dalton Bruce‟s books, but rather, exposes Dalton Bruce, alias BRUTAL 

BRUCE, and his heretical claims about his so-called ministry. 

       May the Lord open the Bride‟s mind to discover the wolves in sheep clothing and the 

pastor in the false Prophet‟s clothing today in Dalton Bruce.  

 

C. DALTON BRUCE, THE LAST HERETIC AND HIS 

IMPERSONATOR‟S TRICKS AND WEAPONS OF CARNAL AND 

BLOODY WAR, SETTING UP THE CLAIMS OF HIS HEROISM 
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                 Why would somebody, instead of making known willfully and openly, through his self 

ambition and secret motivation and motives to achieve His self-exaltation by preaching and 

printing what he secretly holds as His revelation of the mystery or of the program of God to the 

elected today, would hide under Malachi 4:5-6 (second-fold) messages, to engage himself in a 

carnal and bloody war (as He calls it himself), by running down his fellow ministers? (These 

pertain to brothers who previously built him up through their books, experiences, men with 

whom for almost 35 years, have attended with him the same minister‟s meeting in Trinidad, and 

have participated and carried out together many common programs, and visited their assemblies 

and said “Amen” to their preaching). Why would Dalton Bruce suddenly come to use the 

opportunity of the failing hope of their members on a misunderstood and misinterpreted vision 

of God given to prophet William Braham about the Bride‟s ministry by leading some ministers 

to set up many false claims, and to carry out many un-recommended programs on the revealed 

mysteries, which became a big ditch set by the devil who deceived them to impersonate the 

Bride‟s ministry? These  impersonation failure has been wildly used by Dalton Bruce himself to 

expose ministers from Latino America, America (USA), Canada, Europe, Asia, Africa, 

Philippines, India, etc. as heretics, imposters etc while using the “Exposition of Heresies” as a 

trick, a channel, generated to a war between the (EODH) team vs. so-called false prophets raised 

up from the Message groups of Mal. 4:5-6 (2
nd

 fold), Rev. 10:7 (1
st
 fold and 2

nd
 fold expected). 

       Knowing now that Dalton Bruce had used these carnal weapons of his warfare of the use of the 

dirty, rotten, evil words that are supplied to him from his New Ministry of abuses, curses and 

damnation anointed by the fallen Angels the war, it had resulted in the proclamation of His 

Heroism as a W. Branham message pope, an overcomer, who alone is riding yet without 

having a new message (the 2
nd 

portion) or any recommendation from God on the trail of the 

Bride ministry. His hidden self ambition is now revealed through his own claims expressed 

within his (EODH) books wherein he deceives the elect by seemingly exposing the heretics. 

 

D. HOW AND WHY DALTON BRUCE AND HIS GOD-

CALLED MEN WERE ATTACKED AND POSSESSED BY 

DEMONS FROM EUPHRATES RIVER 
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             We have known through some of the writings in the (EODH) books that, many people: 

so-called defectors and some God called men “so-called” (who are today working with the self 

proclaimed ministry that is now handled by Dalton Bruce in Trinidad), have defected in a series 

from many assemblies of the Message of Mal 4:5-6, were once pastored by men whom today are 

exposed by Dalton Bruce and Co. as Satanists, false prophets, the most diabolical impersonators, 

etc… 

             It is a fact that these Defectors recognize who their main leaders were, even their 

pastors under whose influence and anointing they grew up with. It is a fact that all these 

defector-members left their former big hall and their pastor exposed, yet had carried along 

within them the same very anointing which they got from their former leader, the same very 

impersonated spirit of W. Branham new ministry within them. Yes! They separated from the 

person who they called shameless and proud impostor, antichrist etc, the man who proclaimed 

himself in the office of CHRIST-JESUS and who they nicknamed “The India Chief 

Authority”. 

                     Now, we noticed that all the defector- members who defected before and after the year 

2000, defected from their former assemblies and pastors or from what D. Bruce called “ the 

prison of Hell bars”, under the heretics exposed; but they did not defect from their anointing.  

Brethren, these people who ran away, from all the heretics, false prophets, false anointed ones, 

demon-possessed ministers, so-called by Dalton Bruce; yet I say, are still under the same 

prison of Hell bars, under the same spirit of Anti-Christ, leading them to build again what 

they taught that they have destroyed behind them. They have destroyed an individual 

international reputation, but not that evil anointing that they have carried along from one 

room to another room of the same prison of Hell bars (seen in vision by W. Branham). See!  

    This evil anointing did not leave them, neither was it cast out from them. And them coming to 

meet a man, thirsty and hungry of popularity and pride, prepared to carry along at this 

hour, the scribes spirit, I say again that, the defectors and the so-called anointed men of God, 

could only be gathered at Bethel House – Trinidad, to build back “another great new India 

chief authority Empire”, Dalton Bruce, who, now is arrogantly riding the trail of the Bride 

ministry, as a self-proclaimed leader of the Bride ministry, impersonating William Branham‟s 

new ministry” and the “new ministry of Jesus-Christ” in His second coming.  
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                    We are taught by (Mal. 4:5-6)‟s Ministry that, the anointing that leads a pastor, a 

preacher, influences his members. And Dalton Bruce, repeating what the prophet, said: “You 

cannot be more spiritual than your pastor. That anointing will fall upon you. Woe be unto 

you if you have a devil‟s pastor that‟s committing adultery and living in fornication. That 

anointing will fall on you”. (EODH-book 11, page171 par. 2, end).  

                  Thus, the defectors and so-called anointed men came to the Bethel man, bearing 

within them, the anointing of their former leader(s). This anointing was and is still “the main 

door” which opened to the “demons of Euphrates river, the fallen angels” that came when the 

seals were opened, to pervert and impersonate the truth. So these people should have been 

prayed for a total deliverance from that impersonated anointing that they inherited from the 

ministers that are today damned and exposed as serpent seeds, demons possessed, sons of 

perdition by Dalton Bruce who particularly disqualified his senior brother, saying: “We have 

one in Trinidad… who claims to have a picture with a rainbow … He is lead by Satan 

himself… pervert all the Holiness standard of the Message. You are an incarnated devil 

from Hell !” (Book 11, Pg 71 Par. 4) 

             Defectors members could have been sincere in running away from the incarnated devil 

man of Trinidad (so called by D.B), to find refuge under his unknown brother. But the 

defectors were not delivered from the anointing that led him into that perversion; you see! 

They went away from him, but not from his anointing, and got into Bethel with “it” and met 

somebody who could not help the situation otherwise than bewitching all those self-proclaimed 

prophets and false riders on the trail‟s ministry to fail, and to fall under their personal 

claims; thus, to support and sponsor the defection of their assemblies, not forgetting the 

eradication and killing of their influence and presence locally, nationally and 

internationally. This is what was hated by Prophet Branham. 

               As a new project, carried on by the defectors and the God-called men who forgot that 

they were and are still under the anointing of the exposed Heretics and impostors, it became very 

easy for them to be rallied and gathered elsewhere, under another man, whose secret ambitions 

and personal vision could have become a reality, if God had not revealed his final program today 

to the elected-ones. Just as a depth calling to another depth, the defectors anointing inherited 

from their former pastor, found refuge under another pastor thirsty to become more higher 

in carnal glory, in popularity, in honour by reproducing together or fashioning together, 
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the same veiled and devilish antichrist ministry, promoted by the same fallen angels that are 

now operating through the scribes spirit of pride incarnated by Dalton Bruce, to generate 

“another ministerial gift” of abuses, curses, condemnation unto death etc, which is 

apparently the tactics of the devil by the use of perverted words or evil speaking through his 

mouth, to ridicule and ruin some, and to gather others around him, with him and under him as 

“the new end time message Pope around the present world”, full of wrong interpretations of the 

New Ministry of W. Branham, of the coming Capstone and Bride‟s age, and full of fabricated 

heresies, isms, impersonations, and false anointed preachers.  

                Considering what sayeth D. Bruce, that: “Those demons (fallen angels) that were 

bound in the Euphrate river, were loosed in the spiritual realm, to anoint those preachers 

(the heretics and their members), the evangelists and the people who reject Bro. Branham‟s 

message… All these “eight messengers” around the world, all those preachers who preach 

that all is over… all these people who pervert Bro. Branham message in whatever form and 

have their own opinion and own idea, they are under the influence of fallen angels” (Book 11, 

page 36-37) 

                 See, it is for the same perversion that these demons (the fallen angels) have attacked and 

possessed  Dalton Bruce and Co. These demons knew that Dalton Bruce incarnated the scribes 

spirit around the message of Moses i.e. W. Branham. They had as an open door in him, “pride” 

which is produced from the scribes spirit, source of criticism, abuses, curses and condemnation, 

without having a given message from God to the people of this generation, nor a divine 

recommendation to carry out any move on the behalf of the Bride. This is a man on the trail of 

the Bride ministry without “a key word” nor “a password” just like his predecessors. You can 

just see from now that what he started there without God, will also end without God. Watch! 

                But, many believers of the message of Mal 4:5-6 (2
nd

 fold); Rev. 10:7, (first-fold), who 

were confused about the next thing to happen after W. Branham left; who were 

deceived and frustrated by the false preachers of the 7
th

 seal/ 7 thunders and the 

incarnators of Christ Jesus ministry, could only feel a pseudo-relief, when they started 

getting the defectors tracts, pamphlets and the (EODH) books denouncing and exposing false 

prophets, who perverted W. Branham message, to impersonate his New ministry.  

                 Many defectors members and God-called men (so-called) were the great victims of 

these heresies. We can notice the impact of their choke and deception through the 
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roughness, brutality of the bitter words used against them (impersonators and heretics); 

which provocative and damnable words used by Dalton Bruce and Co. excited many 

ministers and brethren around the world, who, knowing not the true secret motives of these 

expositions: to fall back into the net of the last heretic, they have surrendered under the New 

white Horse Rider self-proclaimed in Bethel House, who is now heresying his followers 

while he‟s still exposing all his predecessors wrong teachings and false interpretations  of W. 

Branham vision of the bride‟s ministry. So those fallen angels- demons break the order and 

conduct of the Word of the Lord that warned him, saying; 

                   “Let nobody calls his brother Raca.. demon” (Matt.5:22) 

             Why? (See the Answer in Heretical No 9). 

                        The exposition of those that created the “ISM” around W. Branham message, false 

thunders preachers and their groups were pointed out in Africa, Europe, Asia, America, etec… 

from where rose up men who stood against the revealers of 7
th

 seal and 7 thunders or the 

supporters of  the “7
th
 seal and 7 thunders were revealed by W. Branham at the opening of the 

seals in 1963. Many of us have battled those false teachings many years ago, but without warring 

the individuals, for said Apostle Paul: 

 “For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against 

the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places” (Ephes. 

6:12). 

                  Yes, we wrestle against those fallen angels, we denounced their deeds, false teachings, 

doctrines and head quarters of their “ISM”, but had no bloodly war with any flesh and blood of a 

human vessel to fight against him, by naming him or pasting his picture out in our previous 

books.  

             Prophet W. Branham in answering Question No. 328 (from the French version) said; 

 “… I speak against systems (denominational systems) in which those people are, and never 

against the individuals, but of the system in which people have been taken into their 

denomination… is this well understood now”?  

 “For concerning the individual, men and women, there are true believers in all those 

denominations; Methodist, Baptist, Presbyterian, Lutherian etc. (from which they will one 

day come out).”  

             So, from the writings of the (EODH) first 7 books (from 1 to 7), wrong doctrines, 
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teachings, false anointed ones, called by any demonic noun or provocative word, abusing 

statements are utilized, even likening some of the heretics and impersonators of today to those 

ones named in the word of God. This manner of doing was done by Jude, Peter, Paul, W. 

Branham, without printing, naming pasting on a page the picture of someone.( For more 

clarification, read heretical No. 9). 

            Now, when these first 7 books succeeded to increase the popularity of Dalton Bruce; the 

haughty spirit received “thanks and praises” from many readers. The fallen angels anointing 

brought a higher inspiration to D. Bruce and Co. who finally resolved to point out, name out and 

paste out the individuals, their full names and pictures, just to complete his heroic task.  

      Then from (EODH) book 8, all those heretics found on his way, on his riding trail, were fully 

exposed, and an additional list of impersonators, false prophets, was added, whose names can be 

found in (EODH-book No. 8, page 152). And more individuals are still named today as the 

information about their existence in various continents are forwarded to the (EODH) headquarter 

(Bethel house: new room of the prison of Hell bars) by their FBI Agencies established into 

every nation today. This is a wicked and devilish enterprise which is functioning under the 

influence of those demons from Euphrates river, under the proud new ministry in Trinidad, 

incarnated by our last incarnator of the proud spirit of the scribes holding the letters of Moses 

(W.Branham‟s message). 

 

              Why did these demons possess them, brethren?   

               Because the (EODH) men and leader, by pointing and pasting pictures of the 

individuals, attacked spirits. And the Lord revealed to me that this sort of exposition of 

individual by names and curses is only possible and true, when the exposer is endowed with 

the manifestation of the 2
nd

 Pull which permitted Jesus to call the Pharisees, Sadducees and the 

scribes of his days:  

 “ Ye serpents, ye generation of vipers ( Matt.23:33 ) or told them: “ye are of your father the 

devil,” (John 8 :44) 

                      See, Paul, Peter, Branham, could do so, for they had “the 2
nd

 pull”. But, this last 

impersonator full of pride, who hasn‟t the 2
nd

 pull, impersonated a ministry that wasn‟t his. This 

is the reason why he and his God so-called men were attacked and are now possessed by these 

fallen angels who are still using this impersonator to continue doing so, until his foolishness will 
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be made manifest like the one of Jannes and Jambres and of the foolish virgins. 

 

E. HERETICAL ARTICLE N
o 
1 

DALTON BRUCE, BY PASTING ON THE BACK COVER OF HIS EODH 

BOOKS FROM 1 TO 10, THE DIAGRAM OF THE SEVEN CHURCH AGES, 

REFUSED TO WRITE THE NAME OF WILLIAM BRANHAM AS THE 7
TH

 

MESSENGER OF THE LAODICEAN AGE, WHO IS SYMBOLISED BY THE 

7
TH

 STAR. 

 

                Without controversy, every sound, humble and convinced believer or minister of the 

message of Malachi 4:5-6 (second fold) and Rev. 3:14 or Rev. 10:7 (1
st
 fold) knows that, the 

Laodicean church Age Messenger whose name must be pasted under the 7
th
 star of the diagram 

designed by W. Branham, confirmed by the angel, and today copied on the back cover of Dalton 

Bruce books, is W. M. Branham. 

                But in his days, Bro. Branham, needed not to recommend himself, for he knew that the 

one that sent him was to confirm and vindicate it. Thus, the diagram on the back cover of the 7 

church ages book could abide without bearing his name while he was still alive. But after he left 

the scene full of supernatural proofs, signs and divine indicators identifiable, every true elect of 

God, based upon his Message laid as a foundation, must write boldly the name of prophet 

Branham under the 7
th

 star, and zealously paste it on the cover of any book bearing that diagram 

or on the wall of any message church Hall.  

                Now, if the scribe of Bethel in Trinidad who holds the Message of W. Branham cannot 

write his name on the diagram of the 7 church ages on the back of his books, I invite the bride 

members whom W. Branham came to forerun the ministry to do so, just as he also did it 

for the first six messengers revealed to him by the Holy Ghost in 1962. 

               See, D. Bruce knows that, W. Branham ministered under the last church age– Laodicea, 

but he willfully and dishonestly left his name out of his design, for the purpose of justifying his 

selfish secret ambition as the man of the Laodicean Age who has to complete W. Branham 

ministry. See! D. Bruce believes in the new ministry of W. Branham.  

He believes that the second riding of W. Branham‟s ministry, called: the new ministry of 
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W. Branham, should be carried by somebody. Now, by heresying the people, D. Bruce is 

leading and guiding them to understand and believe that, he is that “somebody”. See the 

cunning way and the craftiness which he is using to deceive the people today in (Book 11, page 

140, par 182):  

 “… is the prophet speaking of himself or speak he of another, when he said I 

will ride this trail again? Is he speaking of himself or is he speaking of another?... When he 

said; „ I am going to come back in a great tent‟, is he speaking of himself or speak he of 

another? “When he said, „I am coming forth in a third pull ministry, who is he speaking 

about? Oh, great treasurer, sit down, let me talk to you”… my friend, believe it or not you have 

got to have a man to guide you and you have got to get a man who knows what is in that cloud. 

You have got to get a man who understand the revelation of the son of man otherwise you will 

never have it… you have got to have a man that knows the devil and knows the tactics of the 

devil. You have got to get a man who understand the deception of the Hour… yes, you will need 

him. It does not matter how much you say, “I am not going to follow a man”, you will follow a 

man or perish…”  

 Brethren, watch carefully the manner D. Bruce points himself out here, as the man 

who understands the revelation of the son of man, your deception, who is needed to be your 

guide  (this is a heresy, Jesus says Holy Ghost is your guide). Amen! If it was another minister 

who made this statement in His own book, D. Bruce would have jumped on it and called that 

minister “an impostor”; this is why we also say that He is an impostor”. 

         Notice again, because, he is talking about himself, to be the man that is going to 

ride the trail of W. Branham new ministry that he insisted saying: you will follow a man (who 

understands the deception of the hour,… the tactics of the devil…) or you perish. See, he thinks 

to understand the tactics of the devils, because he believes having naked him by exposing other 

ministers of W. Branham message whom he called: impersonators, impostors, false anointed 

one, devil incarnated, liars, sons of perdition, etc. But this boaster and proud man cannot also 

see the same tactics of the devil, around the achievement of his self ambitions from his secret 

motives. He ought to see that he is cunningly with craftiness attracting and influencing people to 

follow him and get him as their guide, as the man who, bearing the new ministry of 

W.Branham, must ride the trail again. No wonder, he will say:  

 “That is why God set that ministry in the house of God (Bethel house)”. 
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        After, he warned the world not to follow those impersonators outside there, but 

come to Bethel (this is a pure Heresy). Hear what he says in (book 11, page 257 par. 7): 

“Who wants to choose the impersonators, go on and choose the impersonators and 

who wants to walk with the word come this way” (where? To Bethel-house of God in 

Trinidad, to your guide, to the man who has the new ministry of W. Branham, to the son of 

man, to Dalton Bruce: the last impersonator who does not want to see how the fallen angels are 

using him and his God-called men to damn some people and to lie others, saying: 

“ Now that ministry is going out there to pull the people out of the house of Hell. That 

house of Hell, is not only the organization, it is right in the assemblies that follow this message”.  

           No, Dalton Bruce, the self proclaimed bearer of the new ministry of W. Branham, is only 

pulling people from many rooms to a new room (Bethel house) of the same House of Hell 

bars. Brethren, if Dalton Bruce is showing his fanaticism to the message by calling W. Branham 

name inside his writings, it‟s because, he is the today scribe of the letters message of Moses (W. 

Branham). And this should not seduce anybody to fall into his net. 

See! He cannot write W. Branham name again on the copy of the 7 church ages pasted on 

the back cover of his first 10 books. Why? Because he has already made known to all the people 

during the ministers debate which he held with Bro. Lennox and Wiston Paul that, the ministry 

of W. Branham was finished. 

Bruce Dalton answered: Yes, his ministry is finished. 

(Book 9: page 147, last paragraph). 

Dalton Bruce having declared the end of W. Branham ministry, the end of Mal. 4: 5-6, 

recommended himself to be: no more a pastor, but the replacer, the prophet-messenger, of 

whom W. Branham prophesied the riding on the trail, the man who is going to come in a 

great tent etc. We should therefore understand, why this last heretic and impersonator is 

wrathfully claiming a carnal crown of heroism and warring against anybody who tries to 

rise up from any corner of the world to claim the new ministry of W. Branham today. 

But I repeat that, because this last seducer has no given message from God, does not 

have neither the key word nor the pass-word of the Bride ministry at this hour, and does not 

understand the deep revelation of the son of man, he is surely going like the former 

impersonators, to ruin his followers and associated ministers from USA, Latino America, 

Europe, Africa, Asia,  Philippines, etc. and damn many of them right to the bottom of the great 
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pit of deception like were the five foolish-virgins of Matt. 25; and this, I say, will be proven 

worse than what those men exposed in his books as impersonators and heretics, have spoken or 

carried out as heresies around the world today. 

 

F. HERETICAL ARTICLE No. 2 

DALTON BRUCE‟S HERETICAL TEACHINGS DESIGNED ON HIS 

BLACKBOARD AND PASTED ON THE BACK COVER FROM BOOK 11, 

TEACHES THAT THE LAMB OF GOD THAT WAS SLAIN BEFORE THE 

FOUNDATION OF THE WORLD AND THAT ROSE UP FROM THE 

THRONE TO RECEIVE THE BOOK OF REDEMPTION, WAS A FOUR 

FOOTED ANIMAL (BEAST) - THIS IS A FLAT AND NAKED DAMNABLE 

HERESY 

 

 Our self- proclaimed prophet Dalton Bruce from Trinidad, after he has realized 

that the diagram of the 7 church ages pasted on the back cover of his first ten books (exposition 

of Damnable Heresies) was giving room for criticism and many debates, suddenly pasted under 

the inspiration of the fallen angels, another heretical design on the back cover of his books from 

book 11, please get it and watch. 

 

 After the reading of (Rev. 5:6) 
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 “And I beheld, and Lo, in the midst of the throne and of the four beasts, and in the 

midst of the elders, stood a lamb as it had been slain, having seven horns and seven eyes, which 

are the seven spirits of God sent forth into all the earth.”  

 Our fighter of Heresies and Heretics, Dalton Bruce, under the heroism of his 

scribe spirit, human conception and intellectual revelation, has successfully perverted the word 

of God while heresying the people as the last heretic. He has established in his books, the 

occult and heathen worship of creatures than the creator, by identifying and substituting 

the living and divine lamb of God by a four footed animal beast lamb from a manger, that 

eat grass and drink water everyday to survive.  

Under the seduction of the fallen angels, Dalton Bruce, a pastor, impersonating the 

prophet‟s ministry, went back to John the divine vision of the lamb that was found worthy to take 

and open the book, and saw a literal animal-beast lamb with four feet, taking either with its 

mouth or with its two front feet, the book of redemption out of the right and straighten human 

hand. This is a true damnable heresy from the pit of Hell fire, my brethren, a terrible deviation 

from the true word of God and a willful falsification of the word truth by Dalton Bruce and 

his anointed God‟s men who supported the carnal and intellectual conception of the two 

diagrams. 

Brethren, notice that, in Rev. 5:6, John never testified that the Lamb he saw standing was 

an animal beast with four feet, never! But John saw the lamb, and gave to us its description 

saying:“… stood a lamb as it had been slain, having seven horns and seven eyes…”  

 Let‟s now reason with pastor Dalton Bruce, 

Q- Rev. D. Bruce, How was the lamb seen by John, that took the book out of the right 

hand of him that sat upon the throne? 

A- D. Bruce answered: you can easily see it on my two diagrams of book 11 (first on the 

back cover, and second within pages 126-127) being just a four footed animal beast, with a tail, 

a long mouth, etc… 

 Then D. Bruce justified his carnal revelation and heresy of the lamb saying in 

book 11 Page. 152 par. 4 

 “So John… looked across there and saw a lamb with a book in his hand. 

Lambs don‟t even have hands” (That is why D.B. must give them feet). 

 Now, D. Bruce through his quote above, was telling John who saw a Lamb taking 
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a book that: John, lambs have no hands. So, D. Bruce having not God‟s revealed mind about a 

lamb with hands, designed his own lamb with four feet (an animal) conceived from his 

theological laboratory of scribes men bound under the fallen angels anointing. Then in the 

same book 11, page 153, par. 4, D. Bruce said: 

  “John the Baptist one time seen a man coming called Jesus and he said “ Behold 

the lamb of God. Was that a beast? Was he a man? Now this lamb that is opening the book 

is a man Jesus Christ, the lamb of God”  

 Brethren, let‟s see together the stage of confusion and lackness of true revelation 

in which Dalton Bruce and Co. are swimming in. Notice that within the quote above, Dalton 

Bruce, after repeating John! “… Behold the lamb of God.” 

 Asked: was that a beast? Was he a man? Since he could not know the exact and 

correct answer, he mingled both interpretations and answered: 

 “Now this lamb that is opening the book is a man Jesus-Christ”. 

       Do you understand what Dalton Bruce finally concluded? Watch carefully the first 

diagram on the back cover of book 11, with what we have known. 

Dalton Bruce, considering the lamb that took the book out of the right hand… He saw that 

the lamb was a literal four-footed animal beast without hands and designed a beast lamb 

with red dots as blood of the slain and pasted it on his heretical diagram. 

Dalton Bruce, in considering the lamb that opened the book, he saw that, the lamb was a man 

Jesus-Christ, and designed also a man form opening a scroll and pasted it on the same 

back cover of his books, from book 11. 

      Does the Bride all over the world see now what our last heretic, self proclaimed prophet 

who must interpret the mystery of God today, is pouring out from his exposition of damnable 

heresies books as heresies, heresying all those that are being seduced, have got into a new room 

of the prison of Hell bars settled at Bethel house of God (so called) in Trinidad? 

       What does he teach us through this heresy brother? He is teaching that: we have a two-

fold ministry of the lamb and its double representation in Rev. 5:6. The heretic says: to take the 

book out of the right hand of him that sat upon the throne, the slain lamb of God was a four 

footed animal beast-lamb without seven eyes and seven horns, but with red dots on the body 

as blood from the slain; this is a shameful design. And to open the same book, that same lamb 

of God is a man: Jesus-Christ. 
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       This is in truth, a nonsensical and foolish heresy spreaded from Dalton Bruce diagrams 

which no true elected member of the bride shall listen nor believe. For the giver of the whole 

counsel of God, Apostle Paul has already warned and made known that: 

       “The wrath of God is revealed from heaven against all ungodliness and unrighteousness 

of men, who hold the truth in unrighteousness … professing themselves to be wise, they became 

fools. And changed the glory of the incorruptible God into an image (Picture designed, 

expressing a wrong interpretation of the Lamb of God) made like to corruptible man, and to 

birds, and four footed beasts, and creeping things”. (Rom 1, 18, 22-23) 

         Someone may say but this is just a picture not a true worship of an animal beast. Oh! 

Do you forget that Paul said: “they became vain in their imagination?” (verse 21) 

Yes, all what an impersonator reads, is fashioned literally in his imagination, designed and 

pasted to reveal his darkened mind.  Does 1Jn4:1 not tell us not to put faith on all kind of spirit? 

Then what about believing a false interpretation of the throne designed with a bleeding four-

footed animal lamb on the second diagram, standing in the midst of the 24 elders, of the throne 

and of the undesigned four beasts? Can you imagine, how on the 2
nd

 picture within pages 126– 

127, the animal beast lamb can receive the worship from the four beasts(not designed) and the 

24 elders who fell down before the lamb that took the book?(verse 8). 

           This could have been another picture to be drawn from the laboratory of Bethel house 

(the school of imagination). Now you understand that the other picture showing a four-footed 

animal beast in the midst of 24 elders and designed by the (EODH) heretical team is another 

foolish heresy from their laboratory.  

          Our self proclaimed prophet has completely deviated from the word of God that says 

“the lamb had 7 horns and 7eyes” ( for a horn symbolizes a head, a king or kingdom, a 

mountain); but with 2 eyes and no horn, we see that Dalton Bruce falsified and perverted prophet 

John true vision, and offered to us a four-footed animal lamb, a beast. His theological school is 

full of false interpretations and mixed up imaginations inspired by the fallen angels that have 

possessed today all impersonators of the new ministry of W. Branham. We can simply say that, 

the Pastor of Bethel house in Trinidad and his (EODH) men constitute a team of perverters 

of God‟s prophet‟s vision. Meanwhile, when John, the visionary saw coming out from the dry 

land the beast of revelation book, chapter 13, verse 11, he described it, having two horns like the 

lamb then spake like a dragon. We were all taught by the 7
th
 messenger that, this beast (power) 
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symbolizes the US of America, having the two horns (the UN and the Federation of churches 

Head quarters), that looks innocent, inoffensive, but that nation spoke later like the dragon, the 

devil. There today, we can find the devil‟s headquarter of the Illuminatis (class 11) hosting the 

rulers of the political and economic powers of the world. 

 

G. HERETICAL ARTICLE No. 3 

DALTON BRUCE – SELF PROCLAIMED PROPHET, CLAIMS 

HIMELF TO BE THE WHITE HORSE RIDER TO KICK OUT ANY 

OTHER IMPERSONATED RIDER ON THE TRAIL OF THE BRIDE 

MINISTRY. HE CLAIMS THAT HE IS THE FORERUNNER OF THE 

COMING KING AND GROOM TO THE BRIDE GROOM. 

 

  This last Heretical man of this last hour is very cunning and subtil in wisdom. He rose up 

after he has successfully laboured to break the assemblies of those men whom he names and 

exposes as heretics, he supported and supervised the defection of their assemblies, to gather these 

members to his own. Through abuses, curses, provocations, condemnations, he damned and run 

down these personalities in the search of the truth, to pour finally out his secret self ambition and 

evil motives unto W. Branham message believers who have not yet seen how this exposer of 

heretics, is heresying the world today. 

  Now, note this heretical claim of Dalton Bruce, which has led many to go to him. 

(EODH, book 11 – page 30, par. 2): 

“… I am not revelation 10:1, I am not a prophet, I am not this and I am that. All I am is a 

little Eunoch, trying to make a way for the king to plant his seed.”  

 When this man says: “ I am not revelation 10:1, I am not a prophet…” all these words 

are lies – don‟t trust his saying, for as he continued his riding, he claims to be that revelation 

10:1 and that prophet prophesied to come. Watch as we move exposing his claims detected by 

“an eagle eye from Cameroon Republic”, in Africa (the south). Dear brethren, readers of 

Mal.4:5-6 message, I hold all of you as witnesses, since when, God has ever sent a Pastor to 

forerun his comings (1
st
 or 2

nd
 coming) before meeting his Bride?  How can the pastor of 

Bethel‟s heresy people say that he is the one sent to make a way (to forerun, to prepare a way) 
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for the King, the Groom (JESUS-CHRIST) to come and plant his seed (into His Bride)? 

 Were we not taught, revealed and convinced by the Word that, God always sent a 

prophet- messenger, a forerunner-prophet to forerun his comings? Malachi 4:5-6 (first and 

second fold) vindicated through John the Baptist and W. Branham, could not be enough until the 

Bethel House pastor impersonates the ministry of “a prophet” to forerun the King? This must be 

in truth, a devilish heresy. Our little Eunuch self proclaimed prophet, must understand that God 

works everything by predestination. Yes! He foreknew, foreordained, then predestinated an 

elected vessel which was called to be born a prophet to fore-run the coming of the King and 

Groom; but he predestinated also the perverters, impersonators and heretics to answer the call to 

impersonate the function of those elected Prophets of God. 

 This confused and contradicted man says: “I am not a prophet”, but yet, he proclaimed 

himself to be “the forerunner”; the preparer of the land, yeh! of the Bride‟s uterus before the 

King and groom plants his seed-gene into her. Unfortunately, this unknown little eunuch of 

Trinidad (non-recommended), is a false one, a cunning one, a smuggler, a seducer who, 

while quoting W. Branham‟s quotes, has already impregnated the king‟s Bride with his 

wrathful and proud spirit of the scribes, with a proud anointing full of curses and deviation 

from God‟s manner of revealing his secret or mystery. 

 This proud anointing from the fallen angels is also infecting all those ministers around the 

world who have found refuge under him. See that, he has deviated and perverted Amos 3: 7. 

 No wonder, in his boasting, he declared what that projected evil anointing is doing and 

will continue to do into all his proselytes, saying: 

 “There is a certain anointing (from the fallen angels) that has got to come upon you. 

To stand for this word of God (that he himself-D.B is perverting or deviating), a certain 

anointing got to come upon you. When I preach against the antichrist (while he is being one) 

and against false doctrine (forgetting his heresies) you notice something rise up in you (the 

proselytes), you just feel to rip and tear (abuse, curse, damn ignorantly) in the defense of the 

word (deviated to satisfy his claims). That is not you, that is an anointing (projected by the 

fallen angels) that comes upon you ( to break, tear, scarther assemblies and damn “a word to the 

church” from prophet W. Branham). That is the anointing of the age (no! that is the proud 

anointing of the scribes on W. Branham message from Bethel house in Trinidad)…” (Book 11, 

page 171, par 2) 
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 This is this last impersonator in Eunuch clothing, sowing or planting his perverted, dirty 

and proud seed-gene into his followers. See! brethren, the King has already sent W. Branham, a 

true prophet, a humble Eunuch (servant), but not a proud pastor from Trinidad, disguised to a 

little eunuch impersonating the forerunning prophet-messenger of the King/Groom to the 

Queen/Bride. 

 See, Dalton Bruce is telling you that “a certain anointing” must come upon all those 

who have surrendered under (EODH) men. So, while D. Bruce‟s anointing is now coming upon 

his followers, JESUS CHRIST the true sower, planted his own seed and poured his anointing 

within all the elected bride members who were created in him (Ephes. 2:10), to form the 

Kingdom of God, before the foundation of the world. It is not now, nor on the way. Thus, sons 

and daughters of God, beware of the anointing coming from Trinidad and get out from it. If you 

want to see or get the break-through of the move of the Bride and be a partaker of her 

ministry, come out from “Daltonism”. 

 I really pray that, the Lord should deliver many ministers of Mal 4.5-6, who have been 

expecting the second portion of the end-time message, from “the stubborn spirit” of D. Bruce 

alias “brutal Bruce”, who has vehiculated “brutalism” to many ministers who have not yet 

perceived the impersonated spirit which is now established at Bethel house in Trinidad.  

How came that D. Bruce (the pastor of Bethel) being not a prophet, established his claim of 

the White Horse Rider Ministry coming to drive other impersonators from the trail of the Bride      

ministry? 

D. Bruce quote:  “There is coming a ministry to drive you off the trail. These are the 

impersonators that Bro. Branham spoke about in that vision. He saw a great white horse, 

and then there came a time when the white horse rider say, “get off the trail! You cannot 

ride this trail unless you are ordained for it”. And these men are trying to ride this trail 

here, on a black and white horse. Every heretic has a black and white horse.  Every man 

who is making these heresies out there, he is riding on a black and white horse, and the 

apostolic church in power is coming soon to drive them off the trail.” (EODH, book 11, pg. 

26, par. 2-3).  

Brethren, this last heretic and impersonator says: “There is coming a ministry… Then in the 

same( book 11, pg. 65, par. 3.) He says: “This ministry is getting ready to go out…” 

 This is that ministry at Bethel house in Trinidad, incarnated by Dalton Bruce, who 
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has made it ready to get into America, Europe, Asia, Africa, Philippines. 

 Now, knowing that, that ministry has gone, he says (in page 267): “Now, that ministry 

(already established in Trinidad) is going out there to pull the people out of the house of 

hell… it is right in the assemblies that follow this message.” 

 I have gathered these little declarations of Dalton Bruce about his new and on going 

ministry as “the same ministry” which incarnated by him must drive all the other impersonators 

off the trail. 

 Remember that, in Bethel hall, on one of the wall, is pasted a picture of “a great white 

horse rider” in symbol of “himself” and of his new ministry. Even if Bro. Branham did not 

relate directly the white horse rider to an individual, and even if it could stand for a group of 

members, there shall be a need of a leader, a spoke man to lead others. And this is what D, 

Bruce claims to be and to carry on and out.  

 Now, remember, W. Branham in that vision, said: “only an ordained rider can ride this 

trail”. See! Only a prophet ministry ordained, predestinated, recommended and sent by God can 

ride this trail. No heretic nor an impersonator can bear this ministry nor ride on this trail, only a 

prophet born a prophet is going to ride this trail. Yea! Only the Bride members under a prophetic 

anointing can ride this trail. 

 Now, let us ask Dalton Bruce: “are you a prophet in the prophet ministry today”? for, 

we find that, you have “no message, no key word, no password!”  

Dalton B. answers: “And I told you time and time again that God has not revealed to me 

that I am a prophet.  I am no CHRIST, I am no prophet” (EODH, book 3, pg. 6, par. 3). 

       In (book 11, page. 30), Dalton Bruce there again claims to carry on “the ministry of 

Joshua”, and being already in the land, he ordered the stoning of the Achans. And after, he 

suddenly jumped out again and said: “I am not a prophet”. 

 Now let us ask again to this confused pastor impersonating the prophet ministry. 

Question: you said: you are not a prophet, but what are you doing and why are you jumping 

here and there in the prophet office in which you have never had a call? Why are you so cunning 

and deceiving? 

Dalton Brice answers: “Now this is an Eagle age, that anointing of the Eagle is upon the 

earth, this is why it was prophesied in (Matt 24:24) false Christ and false prophets shall 

arise. Because everybody feels like a prophet…”  (Book 3: page. 6., par 4). 
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          Oh Yes!, because everybody feels, but is not called to be a prophet, that our Bethel 

house pastor in Trinidad, like other impersonators around the world, has got the feelings, then 

personally decided to appear in “a prophet clothing”like a wolf in sheep clothing, to 

impersonate “the prophet office, to claim “the white horse rider ministry”, while knowing 

that, he was not and is not ordained for it.  Now, from his own claims which he has been using 

to heresy the people of bethel in Trinidad and of other countries, an eagle eye in Cameroon, that 

has detected his craftiness to seduce and to keep many souls, continually into the “new room of 

the prison of hell bars”, exposes and sanctions this last heretic by his personal declaration 

which says: 

 “Every heretic has a black and white horse”. 

Therefore, Pastor Bruce is also like other heretics, having his black and white horse, in “the 

white horse clothing,” for seduction. So, an heretic fighting another heretic, this is still an 

heresy. 

 Now, this last impersonator, having a black and white horse like others, will never 

succeed to drive them out of the trail. He is only seducing the people and standing as “a 

hinderance” to disturb the coming forth of the true ministry of the white horse rider. Let him 

know that, the true prophet prophesied by W. Branham is now coming up to kick off from the 

trail, all the impersonators and heretics, false anointed ones and false prophets around the world 

who claim “the New ministry” of W. Branham.  

 Then Dalton Bruce exposed his personal condition saying: 

 “Now any time you go and pick out an office (like a prophet office) in an hour (an 

opportunity) like this and make yourself something (like Pastor Bruce becoming), a prophet, 

white eagle (white horse rider), the eight day messenger, you are anointed by the spirit of the 

devil.” (Book 3, page 7, par. 2). 

 Then this warning is given to our last impersonator and heretic. 

 “You have no authority to claim any right or any office (like you‟ve done Past. 

Bruce), until God comes down supernaturally and reveals that office ( of a prophet) to you.” 

(Book 3, pg. 9, par. 2). 

 So, for God sake, let the last heretic stop to heresy the people all over the world. Let him 

get out from the prophet‟s office which had never been committed to him or in which he had 

never been called and step away from the trail of the Bride (the glorious person) prophesied by 
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W. Branham to come  after he has left. But if he persists in his stubbornness, we shall watch his 

end like Korah‟s end. We believe that there are elected bride members among his God called 

men (so-called) and in his present congregation who shall be enlightened by this book and 

shall                                                                                                                                                                    

be liberated from this new room of the prison of hell bars. 

                               

 

H. HERETICAL ARTICLE N
o
 4 

DALTON BRUCE CLAIMS HIMSELF AS A SELF-PROCLAIMED 

PROPHET, JOSHUA (THE LEADER), AS THE “SON OF MAN”, TO TAKE 

THE LEADERSHIP OF THE BRIDE MOVE, AND TO STONE AND KILL ALL 

THE ACHANS IN THE LAND. HE CLAIMS THAT HE IS THE HEAVENLY 

ANGEL OF REVELATION 10:1 WHO HOLDS THE MESSAGE OF THE 

SEVEN THUNDERS. 

        In Remembering the book titled “Behold the 8
th

 messenger prophet and the Christ of 

today” pointed by W. Branham, published in *year 2000, in which I explained in Chapter one 

that: Joshua ministry came after Moses ministry, that Moses who was typed by W. Branham, was 

not Joshua. That the Lord revealed to Bro. Branham that, the next ministry that is going to come 

on the scene (although he expected to see it), is the Joshua ministry. This view is also quite 

believed today by many other ministers. Good! But now, let us see how this last heretic and 

impersonator‟s foolishness and heretical revelations are heresying the people around the world to 

seduce the elected bride. 

 I want all of you to watch out the cunning procedure used by D. Bruce to proclaim 

himself  “the Prophet Joshua” whose ministry is going on now; and “the son of man” who, 

being now revealed,  must be known today in Trinidad and in the world.  

 Let us go to his (EODH) book 11, pages 28, 29 and 30. In page 28, paragraph 1-2 while 

answering the question No. 312 under heretical article No. 203, the impersonator of “Joshua 

ministry” started exciting the people, saying: 

       “So now, Bro. Branham, being a type of Moses cannot be Joshua. Do you 

understand what I mean? (congregation says, Amen). Bro. Branham went on, he did and 
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this Joshua ministry never arose on the scene”.  

 See, the congregation of Bethel that was willing to understand, understood that: Moses 

was not Joshua that is why they said: “Amen” and wanted to see their Joshua. 

In page 29, par. 2-3, D.B. added: 

 “No, the Joshua commission was not fulfilled at the seals. It is yet to come… now 

look at something friend, Joshua was to take the promise land. Come on friend, how on earth 

can the Joshua ministry be fulfilled and the Bride has not yet possessed the land, which is 

another outpouring of the Holy Spirit.” 

 This last heretic shows his interest to the Joshua ministry and expects to possess the land. 

Now, knowing that the getting of the outpouring is related to the leadership of the Joshua 

ministry, he immediately quoted W. Branham quote which is always used by any impersonator 

as a base of his self proclamation: to be the leader of the end- time; but all fall in the same ditch 

of false interpretations. 

           “… Now let us stand like Joshua and Caleb as we see the promise land coming in 

sight. It‟s nearing the time to be given. “Joshua” in Hebrew means “Saviour” and 

represents the promised end-time leader to take the church over, Caleb represents the true 

believer who stayed with Joshua” (spoken word is original seed – 62 -03 18E). 

 Having laid this quote as his foundation, our impersonator continued his analysis, saying 

in (paragraph 5, page 29, book 11): 

 “You say, “who is this Joshua?” the son of man. Joshua means Jehovah Saviour. 

When the seals were opened, it released Joshua.  Now this Joshua, the son of man revealed 

(that is made known or manifested) is now to take us to the promise land. This Joshua 

commission has to do with the outpouring of Holy Spirit. How on earth can it be fulfilled 

and Joshua has not taken the land yet?” 

 Brethren, do you notice that, this last impersonator, Dalton Bruce, in looking himself as 

Joshua, immediately personalizes him to be “the son of man, now revealed, manifested or 

known to take us to the Promised Land? 

 See now, as soon as the fallen angels anointing filled him instead of the outpouring of the 

Holy Ghost, Dalton Bruce, our last heretic and impersonator, impersonated suddenly the Joshua 

ministry, self proclaimed to be “Joshua” who is already in the land since 1963, pulling down 

some strong holds in Jericho and in AI, and getting rid the Achans in the camp.  
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 Brethren, hear the foolishness of our last and confused impersonator D.Bruce alias 

“Prophet Joshua” who is already in the camp talking  (para. 6, pg. 29, book 11): 

 “What is going on right now since the opening of the seals is that we (Joshua- D. 

Bruce and Co.) are fighting some battles, and we are pulling down some strong holds in 

Jericho and in Al. (The impostor is already in the land without crossing Jordan) and we are 

getting rid of the Achans in the camp. Before we take the land, we have to get rid of Achans 

in the camp, and these Achans in the camp are those heretics with theirs heresies who are 

causing death to those innocent people around the message (of Moses or Joshua?) right in 

Australia, in Germany in America, in Africa, in India and around the world. A bunch of 

Achans behind the pulpits..”  

 Brethren, do you see how God can confuse an haughty spirit of a scribe in a man?  

 See that, like every true impersonator, Dalton Bruce is twisting the word of God, 

upsetting the book of Joshua, heresying with false interpretations, the events that took place into 

that book. This man is really deviating the word of God to suit His carnal motives and to 

frustrate many souls in the world. O Lord, deliver the innocent brothers- the God called men 

(so-called). 

 Now, it seems, Dalton Bruce came to the message in 1963, the same year that the seals 

were released, reason why he said: the seals released Joshua. But, W. Branham saw and spoke 

about the leader Joshua in 1962. So let him know that W. Branham (our Moses) saw Joshua 

before 1963, before the seals were opened. After, this last heretic started heresying us, by 

twisting the word and the message, deviating from its truth, by preaching to us that, since 1963, 

while W. Branham (our Moses) was still alive and out of the camp, him Dalton Bruce-alias- 

Joshua, with his new generation gathered from other assemblies, were already in the camp ( of 

liars, false prophets and impostors), pulling down Jericho and Ai and getting rid the Achans, the 

(heretics) whom he firstly called Korah, Dathan, Abiram, Jannes and Jambres(under Moses 

message); and after, he transferred the same heretics in the camp and called them “Achans”( 

under the impersonated Joshua-Dalton Bruce, but without a Joshua‟s message) ever before the 

death of our Moses in 1965. This is a terrible and flat heresy spread in his quotes, to Africa, 

Asia, America, Australia Europe etc… Please, dear elected Bride members flee away and get 

out from this man‟s anointing. It is destructive, perverting, deviating, it is perdition. I say get 

out from this impersonated “son of man” and Joshua ministry in Bethel house of God (so-
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called for enticing and heresying). 

 Let us ask him to show to us “his Joshua message” that must lead people. See!  He 

doesn‟t have any. Why? Because he is not a Prophet. Remember, he told you that: God has 

never told him that “he is a prophet”; but, people are still following a proud pastor 

impersonating the prophet Joshua and the son of man‟s ministry under the fallen angels anointing 

which is also projected to the people as they keep on reading his (EODH) books. Remember, he 

told you that, “as you read his books, the same anointing which is in him enters in you, too”. 

So beware. Let‟s ask him, when did he cross Jordan river? Where was then his Moses (W. 

Branham) from 1963? Thanks be to God that, “our Moses has never laid Hands on him to 

partake his authority and anointing”, which must reveal the unwritten Word-the mystery of 

the 7
th

 seal / 7 thunders which this last impersonator has also claimed to be the revelator. 

 We can ask again to this liar: when was the Achan man manifest? Was it in the 

wilderness under Moses message or in the camp under Joshua message? 

 This impersonator without having any Joshua message used hypocritically with bad faith, 

Moses message to follow Achan in the camp. What terrible heresy is this? W. Branham revealed 

that, when the outpouring is there, the Achans shall appear like the Ananias and Saphira of 

the Pentecostal days.  

 We know that, the men, he calls the Achans, used Moses messages to heresy those that 

were predestinated to be heresied by them under the Laodicean age. This is why they could be 

considered as: the Korah, Dathan and Abiram. Those men could not face Joshua ministry which 

was not yet on the scene.  

        But this confused impersonator (D. Bruce) “the present self proclaimed Joshua, the 

son of man” continues to call his heretics, Achans, Korah, Dathan, Abiram, Ananias and 

Saphira, Jannes, Jambres etc… (a deceiver and confused heretic is now on the scene around the 

world). And people being subdued by the boasting of his carnal heroism are quiet. I say No! 

Dalton Bruce has been detected by the true eyes of a true eagle raised by God in Africa and 

from Cameroon Republic (let this be known like that). 

 Brethren, it is an heresy to preach that the same Korah, Dathan, Abiram, Jannes, Jambres 

who faced Moses in Egypt and the wilderness, an old generation, have now become members of 

the new generation in the fabricated camp of Dalton Bruce. 

 Now, what you should know brethren, is that, all the men called heretics in (EODH) 
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books, tried each one to impersonate the promised ministry declared in our Moses message (W. 

Branham message); each one seeking, but in vain, to find out “the breakthrough of the bride‟s 

ministry”. So, each one failed, turned round at kadesh-barneah and died in the depth of a great 

deception because it wasn‟t yet time. Because they mixed up the vision of the prophet, they 

were then kept in blindness. See! “The Lord told me that, there was a veil veiling their mind” 

to do so.  Until the time has come now, after 40 years of a generation. And Dalton Bruce, 

thinking of having known or seen, has just followed the same path to die at Kadesh-Barneah. 

He is carrying his followers in the more deeper depth of a great deceit. I say watch! 

In paragraph 1 to 3, page 30, book 11. 

Under the pressure of his pride and heroism, our impersonator-claimer of Joshua‟s 

ministry-Dalton Bruce, declared while being in his impersonated camp, in paragraph 3 saying: 

   “The Joshua ministry is going on now. He appeared at the opening of the seals (in 

1963)”.We can now ask to D. Bruce: “Why is the prophet Joshua ministry going on now?” 

D. Bruce answered: “Because he is here now.” 

Prophet Joshua who appeared at the opening of the seals in 1963 as D. Bruce, was not yet 

known, now he is manifested, revealed to you also as the son of man, to lead the Bride into the 

outpouring, into the land. 

We are only exposing the personal claims of our last impersonator of prophet Joshua 

ministry. While being in his impersonated camp, he started inviting his followers, his proselytes 

to cast lots and find out the Achans if they want to go in the Rapture: page 30 – paragraph 1 

“… if you want to go in the rapture, we have to cast lots to find out who are these 

heretics in the camps.” 

 This is a devilish preaching bringing forth a damnable heresy on the condition to 

fulfill to partake the rapture. This is a great shame from a confused scribe of W. Branham 

message. 

 Then the prophet Joshua of Trinidad in the camp of Bethel House, the” new room” of 

the prison of hell bars, started casting his own lots to go in the rapture (without any outpouring ):  

“Anybody who perverts the word of God and takes the promises of God and put 

them in a day gone by, is an antichrist, is an Achan in the camp,”  

 Then suddenly, in his ministry as Prophet Joshua, Dalton Bruce ordered: 

 “Bring him out and stone him with stones. And everybody who believes like him, 
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stone them with stones that they may die! Spiritually speaking now.” 

The Bethel House of God, became since these lots, the house of murderers, killers like 

the devil who is a liar, a destroyer, a thief and a murderer from the beginning. This pastor is 

spreading such a wicked and destructive anointing that whosoever has given himself unto him 

today, is a total deformed minister, full of the same pride, wrath, stubbornness, being a killer of 

others, and used by Bethel in Trinidad as “his FBI agent”, to kill spiritually the ministers in the 

research of the continual revelation, to dagger them on their back, to help the proud scribe man 

to ruin them, than praying for them. 

Listen, you who are blindly imitating D. Bruce, Apostle Paul teaches us that: 

 “When our obedience is fulfilled (completed), then we shall be ready to punish the 

disobedient (even all disobedience) (2 Cor. 10:6). 

You, followers of (EODH) pope in Trinidad, from Africa, Asia, Europe, America, 

Australia, who have been made punishers and killers of the manufactured Achans in the 

impersonated camp of Bethel-Trinidad, from where you receive the impersonated new 

outpouring, alias, the anointing from the fallen angels; do you know how to make your 

obedience completed? You can‟t know, for this knowledge is given only to whosoever has got 

“the key- word” with “the pass-word”, to get into “the head stone messages” given to the 

bride today for her perfecting. This secret of the household can never be found in your Trinidad 

headquarter. Why?  

Because the Bethel impostor said cunningly in paragraph 2, page 30, book 11 that: 

 “… I am not revelation 10:1, I am not a prophet…” 

 For, “the Lord God can’t do nothing, except he reveals his secrets (of his household 

only) to his servants, the prophets” (Amos 3:7) 

Since he hadn‟t had any call from God to be a prophet, a bearer of God‟s message 

officially to his elected bride, he has to impersonate that prophet ministry of Joshua as a claim 

for enticing and seduction that is all! Yet he declares not to be a prophet, but in his 

impersonation, and stubbornness, he persisted asking his followers (paragraph 1): 

“Stone them with this nuggets (where are they?) that I (as who? Prophet Joshua 

impersonated) am giving you (who? My followers into whom dwells the same anointing of the 

fallen angels). Stone them with the revelation (of which mystery? He is not a prophet), that I 

am preaching (repeating Moses message).  Stone them with the quotations of Bro. 
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Branham”. 

You see! Our impersonator of Joshua ministry has no message from God to quote; he, 

being already in the camp, has called back again Moses messages-W.B. whose ministry, he said: 

was finished, to help him to stone and kill his Achans (a flat heresy). But, Branham said: he 

will only stand judgment with the people of his own generation. Amen! 

Therefore, this Bethel prophet Joshua is a false prophet, a false anointed one, he cannot 

and will never lead his followers to the true outpouring that he sings every day to their ears, he  

has no message nor the secrets on how that outpouring of the Holy Ghost can come from his 

“impersonated heaven”. He preaches heresies, and makes faked promises to keep the elected in 

hostage in his cathedral. O, you bride members tell him boldly to get out from the trail of 

your ministry now. Hallelujah! 

Then at the end, he said in (paragraph 3, page 30, book 11): 

“… I am not a prophet, (but who are you? He impersonated again). “All I am is a little 

Eunuch trying to make a way for the king to plant his seed… (go away liar, the King has already 

had and sent his official Eunuch to prepare a way for him to come to his elected bride body). So, 

get out and away from the move of the bride now, deviator and twister of the word of God, 

promised to be fulfilled today. 

Finally to fill the cup of his heresies, the impersonated Joshua, D. Bruce, the end-time 

leader of Bethel church crowned himself with the claim of being also “the Angel-messenger” of 

Rev. 10:1”. 

“There is a mighty angel upon the face of the earth today. Revelation 10:1 is Joshua and 

how you know when the ministry is fulfilled, there is going to be another sound from heaven as a 

mighty rushing wind.” 

Brethren, notice that, the impersonated prophet Joshua who was shouting: “stone them 

and kill them with the nuggets that I am giving you, with the revelation that I am 

preaching…”, has suddenly again turned into the Angel-messenger of revelation 10:1, who is 

Joshua. So the impersonator of Joshua ministry has, at this time, become the impersonator of 

Rev. 10:1. 

Let us get Dalton Bruce more in book 11, page 44, parag.4 

“Bro. Branham said that when the seals are opened down came an heavenly 

messenger (Revelation 10:1), and around that time there is an earthly messenger upon 
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earth, which is the seventh angel (already come) delivering his message (message already 

delivered). Nothing could be plainer than that. That angel is here” (in Bethel-House now). 

Brethren have you got it? Dalton Bruce recognizes that, Branham said, when the seals are 

opened, that heavenly angel came down. As this heavenly messenger came down, there was an 

earthly messenger (W. Branham) upon earth. After, this impersonator turned, jumped and said: 

that heavenly angel (he called Joshua) is here in Bethel House; not that he has to come down, 

“but he is here”; and “the 7
th

 seal” has not been broken, there is no more a 7
th
 messenger (W. 

Branham) upon earth, he has left the scene. Then it has appeared after him “an impersonator 

and heretic”, heresying the people that “the heavenly angel-messenger-Joshua” is here in 

bethel-house of God. And who could and can not be any other than: the proud and scribe man 

“Dalton Bruce: this is the Angel-messenger that has “the 7 thunders”. See! That angel is 

not the Ghost of our late Brother Lambert nor a suspended cloud, inside Bethel Hall in 

Trinidad, but that human being who is standing there boasting arrogantly and cursing the 

brethren behind his pulpit.  

Now this “ impersonated heavenly messenger anointing” in D. Bruce, is the one that is 

going to lead him to stand on the “same path”, to walk before his follower as “The eight 

messenger prophet”. For, the 7
th
 messenger having left, he must heresy that he is the 8

th
 

messenger who must now appear on the scene. Don‟t mind him blasting others. It is what he 

claims and he is going to make it known to the world, in a cunning manner. But the eagle 

eyes in Cameroon will help you to discover him now. May the Lord lead us. 

 

I. HERETICAL ARTICLE N
o
 5 

 DALTON BRUCE, PROCLAIMS HIMSELF AS THE 8
TH

 

MESSENGER – PROPHET WHO‟S THE ONE TO PREACH AFTER 

WILLIAM BRANHAM (THE 7
TH

 MESSENGER PROPHET) HAS GONE. 

HE CLAIMS HE IS THE PROPHET WHICH WAS PROPHESIED BY 

WILLIAM BRANHAM TO FORERUN AND FETCH IN ISRAEL, THE 

TWO JEWISH PROPHETS: MOSES AND ELIJAH. 

 

 I know that your surprise is great while reading the title of this heretical No.5. 
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Why then? Because you are not understanding how somebody like Dalton Bruce who took all his 

time to fight, resist and expose all the men who claimed to be “the 8
th

 messenger” can after all, 

introduce at the end the same claim to himself. 

 Remember, I said: “only the eagle eyes of the Bride” can apprehend, detect and 

expose the heresies of Dalton Bruce spread into all his books; heresies that many readers do not 

know, cannot see, because: the evil anointing that inspires them, does not allow many people to 

catch the cunning, dishonest and confused manners in which they are introduced and hidden into 

his written declarations as “his personal claims” published by his so-called, God anointed men 

of Bethel- House of heresies and curses in Trinidad.  

 After the defectors have successfully promoted the pastor of Bethel as their “New 

white horse rider”, and the God called men have established him as their “prophet Joshua” in 

his commission now, “the son of man” revealed, “the angel Messenger of Rev. 10:1”; he 

then, from the popularity harvested from the “Hurrah” of his followers around the world, has 

come in a crafty manner detected, to addition upon these first claims, the one of being today: 

“the 8
th

 Messenger-Prophet, the forerunner and the fetcher of the two Jews Prophets”. 

            Let us follow how this last heretic and impersonator started his claims in (Book 

11. page 259, paragraph 2): 

 “Now from among the bride, according to Rom. 11, “out of Zion shall come 

forth the deliverer and turn ungodliness away from Jacob”. Somebody (Dalton Bruce, now 

presumed) in the bride is going to go over to Israel, preach the gospel; and two prophets will 

accept the message of the hour”. 

          Which of the message of the hour is he talking about? We know, it can‟t be W. 

Branham message given into the Laodicean age, that has passed. And he had already said: “the 

ministry of W. Branham is finished”. If God wanted W. Branham message to go to them, he 

would have allowed W. Branham to minister to Israel, when he sought to go there. Dalton Bruce 

accepted that: 

          “We are in the age of the bride”. Then he added while blasting GAN in book 

8,pg 53: “we are living in the age of the Capstone”;  but does not believe that, the pyramid is 

capped, nor its message is on going under another. But he does believe that, he is the bearer 

and giver of the capstone messages. No wonder, he is pasting on “his Website” such title as: 

“New outpouring-Capstone messages”, just for seducing and enticing of the elected, but it‟s 
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impossible. So, Dalton B‟S  message of the hour to carry to Israel will not be W. Branham 

message, but his Bethel‟s capstone messages of the hour. Reason why he continues saying in 

book 11, pg.259, parag.2 : 

 “Those that go to Israel will have the true revelation of the seventh seal. That 

seventh seal will be the same revelation as of the seventh trumpet. “What the seventh seal is to 

the bride, the seventh trumpet is to the Jews” that is the same revelation that‟s going to go over 

there”. 

 Thus, we can see that, he says “message of the hour” is “the revelation of the 

seventh seal”, which Bro. Branham never received, but which D. Bruce claims the reception; for 

he has already stated that. 

 “I know the order of the 7th seal and the 7 thunders” (we‟ll talk of it later). So, 

we can now ask him: are you now a prophet? has God finally revealed to you that you are in 

the office of prophet? Brethren, this impersonator into the prophet clothing, instead of saying “I 

(Dalton Bruce), who hold the revelation of the seventh seal as a prophet, am going to Israel” 

but said: “those that go….” hypocritically. And God will not send “a pastor” to fetch out 

Moses and Elijah, but a true prophet in “the prophet office”. Amen!  

 Prophet Branham spoke of a prophet from the Gentile Bride going to Israel: 

 “And one of these days, some divine, holy anointed prophet of God  will go over 

there with signs and wonders. Those Jews will say. “That‟s what I am looking”. Yes, sir... And 

God will baptize a hundred and forty four thousand Jews. And the rapture will come; the Gentile 

age will cease”. (Seal of God 54-0514). 

              This is that quote which, held by this last impersonator who is not hiding again 

his prophethood as he did hide before, gave him room to establish his claim as “the forerunner 

of Moses and Elijah”. You can see that “the pastor of Bethel” is now “our prophesied 

prophet D. Bruce” by W. Branham, who is going to Israel to preach to the Jews that: the 

seventh seal (seven thunders), is the 7
th

 trumpet. But notice that, the 7
th

 seal raptures the 

bride, while the Jews are called by the mystery of the 7
th

 trumpet which is two prophets, 

Elijah and Moses. (said W. Branham in the feast of Trumpets.). 

 And the prophet continued saying that, these two prophets: Moses and Elijah will 

appear on the scene to sound the seventh trumpet to the Jews, making known to them, the Christ 

(Feast of the Trumpet, 1964). 
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 Now, sure as he could be sure of being the prophet prophesied by W. Branham to 

carry on a preaching (a message-the 7
th

 seal / 7 thunders which he hasn‟t yet got), to fetch and 

forerun the two Jewish prophets; then the Impersonator from Bethel House in Trinidad 

declared: 

 “Yes, sir! He (W. Branham) said, “Those two men will have the spirit of 

Moses and Elias…” They are both Jews!  These men are born on the earth right now! They are 

waiting for what I (Dalton .B.) am preaching here and what Branham preached. They are 

right now waiting in Israel right at this very moment for this message of the hour (D. Bruce‟s 

Message). They are weeping and wailing and crying, right now, to get this message. I believe we 

will contact them before that time. Oh yes!” (Book 11, page 263, par. 4). 

 Dear Brethren, I invite you to follow carefully, and notice the numerous heresies 

and erroneous declarations that, from this quote above, this last heretic is spreading all over the 

world, that: 

He is not claiming to be both Moses and Elias to preach to the Jews. But he is claiming to 

be “the forerunning prophet” with “a forerunning message of the hour (the 7
th
 seal)” 

which he must preach to the Jews as he is going soon to fetch the two men, Moses and 

Elijah who are already born in Israel. Although this last impersonator has generated 

more noising and tambouring around his (EODH) books full of abuses, curses and 

condemnation, the rest of the world, believers of W. Branham message, and his personal 

followers have found and shall both find  this self proclaimed prophet of 7thunders 

message,  messageless.  

      This Bethel pastor in “a forerunner clothing”, informs us that Moses and Elijah who, 

right now are ready to start their ministry, have been weeping, crying and wailing to get 

his message of the hour, but in vain. And we find that, he has never attended to them, 

nor paid any attention to their continual cries, weepings and wailings till now.  

This heretic man does not even feel shame of bombing such an heresy to his followers and 

showing such a wicked mind and an anti-Christ attitude to his Moses and Elijah whom he has 

come to forerun. 

   While Dalton Bruce is still looking for time to contact them brethren, let us pity his Moses 

and Elijah who are bound and kept by him under weeping, crying and wailing for a forerunning 

message that shall never come from Bethel- House of curses in Trinidad. Why brethren? 
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Because this man is forcibly twisting God‟s foreordained and predestinated program‟s 

move of his word for the salvation of Humanity; which program‟s move revealed that the 

Gospel rose up from the East, went out, and must come back to the very East, only if, it has 

passed through the North (Europe-continent), the West (America-continent) and the South 

(Africa-continent). But, this last heretic is FOOLING us that God is going to change his mind 

about his foreordained move, by taking him Westward to link him Eastward to fetch Moses 

and Elijah. This is a pure damnable heresy and false revelation from a forerunning prophet self 

proclaimed, inspired by the fallen angels anointing. 

 See, from the West, Prophet Branham tried to go to Israel, he was told: stop! From the 

same West (America continent), the adventurer, the man of Puerto Rico went to Israel as Moses 

and Elijah, but in vain; let‟s watch how the self-proclaimed forerunner of Trinidad, also from 

the West, on the same steps, will change God‟s mind and known program revealed to his 

Prophet. 

 But if he believes that “the Word of God abides forever” and that W. Branham 

message revealed “God‟s procedure of his salvation program”, therefore, he should now 

know that, “the sun-light or the son-light ministry is passing through Africa (the South), 

then get into Israel (the East)”.Amen! 

 See, brethren, W. Branham, as a prophet, had a message, and wanted to take it to Israel, 

but we know that God stopped him in Egypt, not because he was a gentile prophet, sent to the 

gentiles, but because, it wasn‟t yet time for Israel to be visited. So time should be given to the 

move of God‟s program to take God‟s message of the end-time from the West (where was 

fulfilled its first-fold) to the South (where must be fulfilled its second-fold). And from there 

shall come the forerunning message that will fetch in the midst of the present Jews, the two 

witnesses of Rev. 11.  

 Remember, prophet Branham had said: 

 “It will take one of these days “some divine, Holy, anointed prophet of God (in 

singular) will go there with signs and wonders…” 

        Pastor Dalton Bruce, had formerly declared to us that: “I am not a prophet”. So, being 

therefore not a prophet but a pastor, how could he then claim this prophesied prophet 

commission to Israel? Do you see now? That, by this claim, Dalton deviated from the true word, 

usurpated the office of a born prophet, heresied his followers and God‟s called men (so-called), 
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to satisfy his self ambitions and motives.  Now, in impersonating thus, such a commission, he 

must appear to all of us today as: a deceiver and a falsificator of the original program of God 

for his people.  

 But as blind as he could be, and hardened as his heart is still now believing his heretical 

vision, this man called for help from God (Book 11, page 264, par. 6): 

 “Oh, God, help me to meet these men (he can‟t help this Westward man)! I believe I 

(Pastor Bruce) will see them, (in Prophet‟s clothing) I believe I will know them before that 

hour (it‟s a heresy, Dalton Bruce has refused to see them right now that they are still crying, 

weeping and wailing to know him)! Oh, that will be a stricking thing, won‟t it? Oh, God! To 

hear that we invited Moses and Elias! And say, brothers, just pay us a casual visit, please! (This 

is a nonsensical heresy!) 

D. B. wants to meet the two Prophets not as a Pastor, but as the Prophet prophesied by 

W. Branham. This hidden impostor is here exposed from his personal claims. 

 

HOW DALTON BRUCE PROCLAIMED HIMSELF  

“THE 8
TH

 MESSENGER-PROPHET” 

 

 By the time, his secret ambition was still hidden, D. Bruce, in warring against heresies, 

bruised all his predecessors or earlier impersonators who claimed to be each one “the 8
th

 

messenger prophet” who was prophesied to come on the scene, after William Branham (the 7
th

 

messenger) has left. It was at that period that he made this declaration in (EODH – book 8, page 

80, par. 1). 

 “My work is not projecting a seven thunders revelation nor me as a prophet or 

eighth messenger!...” 

 But, as soon as he succeeded to expose, damn and run down through his books these 

men, he called heretics; and quickly found that “the trail” became empty, this last impersonator 

and heretic, suddenly proclaimed cunningly himself: “The Eight Messenger-Prophet who 

must come on the scene after William Branham, the “7
th

 Messenger” has preached and 

gone. Brethren, let‟s consider this “explosive heresy” in (Book 11, pg. 263, par. 4): 

 “… They (Moses and Elias) are waiting for what I am preaching here and what Bro. 
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Branham preached”. 

 Remember that, this similar declaration was formerly made when he, Dalton Bruce, in 

impersonating Joshua commission, ordered his followers, concerning his Achans; saying: “stone 

them with the revelation (of which mystery?) that I am preaching. Stone them with the 

quotations of Bro. Branham.” 

 Notice first, that, this impersonator is placing himself at the standard level of “the 

prophet”, comparing himself and his preaching to Bro. Branham and his preaching too. 

 And we know that, there is no humble pastor “under Mal. 4:5-6 message” around the 

world that can make such a declaration among the believers today; excepted if such a pastor is 

led by the evil anointing of the fallen angels.  

 Now, the making of such a declaration is only possible, as soon as such a person, being in 

the prophet ministry, and living out of  “the Laodicean age” dedicated for the administration of 

the message-word (first portion) of W. Branham, has got another message-word (the second 

portion from God) in another age, even “the age of the Bride”.  Unfortunately, this 

impersonator of the prophet ministry who is living in another age, had never got any message 

given to him from God to carry to God‟s people, nor any revelation of a written or unwritten 

mystery hidden inside or outside God‟s book. 

 Now by so behaving and so doing, this man appears like an impostor, an usurper of a 

standard level of the administration of God‟s word which he doesn‟t have; and also like a 

perverter and deviator of the whole word of God. 

 See! How can Dalton Bruce, who repeated many times: “I am not a prophet” or “my 

work is not projecting… me as a prophet or eight messenger”, keep on claiming and 

impersonating the prophet ministry for seduction, and the readers of his (EODH) books and 

followers don‟t react? How can he be the next preacher (on the scene today) after W. 

Branham has preached, if this man in prophet clothing has not claimed to be “the 8
th

 

messenger? Sure! 

 So this last heretic, without any given message from God, is claiming loudly today, “to 

be the one to preach after William Branham has preached”. See! this is a devilish heresy, to 

pervert God‟s promises to the Bride. This is clearly seen that: Dalton Bruce is the one to appear 

today on the scene after W. Branham. Thus, as Bro. Branham (the 7
th

 messenger) has 

preached and gone, now should appear and preach after him, Dalton Bruce (the 8
th
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messenger prophet) whose “new message of the hour”: the revelation of the 7
th

 seal / 7 

thunders, is still expected (but in vain) by our two crying weeping and wailing Jewish-

prophets, who must be foreran by him. 

 Brethren, this heretical pastor of Bethel house of heresies and impersonations, wants just 

to heresy us, by making us to know that: he, being both: the prophesied prophet to forerun 

the coming on the scene of the two Jewish prophets, and “the 8
th

 messenger –prophet, will 

take along on his journey to Israel, the seventh seal / seven thunders – revelation of the hour 

and day of the coming of the Lord to the Jews (a bombing heresy from a deceiver). 

 This cunning man vehiculates within the lines of his writings that: as the Son of man, the 

Angel-messenger of Rev. 10:1. the 8
th

 messenger- prophet after W. Branham (the 7
th

 ), he is the 

one to receive the revelation of the seven thunders secretly somewhere (in Trinidad) to 

minister them to the public. 

 And during their ministration, the bride shall get the perfect and rapturing faith, which he 

is talking too much about, right now, without any revelation of any thunder; but with the 

repetition of W. Branham quotations. No wonder! We have somebody in Cameroon, a disciple 

of “Daltonism”, who is proclaiming loudly and without shame that: Dalton Bruce in 

Trinidad, is the prophet that is going to preach the 7
th

 seal / 7 thunders into all the nations 

(this is another heresy from hell-fire to deform God‟s plan and pattern of achieving his program). 

 See! In one way, he pretends to ignore such an “attribute or “title”, because he wasn‟t 

the first to mention such a word “8
th

 messenger”. But he is twisting himself within his writing to 

give to that, another look; but that will not change the revelation, the mentioning and the 

existence of the 8
th
 messenger-prophet, in W. Branham message and in the holy scriptures. 

Amen! 

 Let‟s know that, today in his cathedral in Trinidad, his followers don‟t consider D. Bruce 

again as a pastor any more, but the true 8
th

 messenger-prophet who is now on the scene, after 

he has successfully bruised the fake ones and gathered theirs members around him. 

  But, I have to make known to all the believers of W. Branham message that, this last 

heretical man and claimer of the new ministry of W. Branham, has fully fallen in the same 

big and deep ditch like the former impersonators of the 8
th

 messenger ministry. Why? 

Because this self proclamation of an individual is a demonic heresy to keep the Bride members 

away from their ministry and move, and to be bound under this last room of the prison of hell 
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bars. No wonder, he sent to his followers a gathering call which the elected ones shall never 

follow, saying in (book 11, page 257, par. 7): 

 “This is where your lightning flash is, in the east and shineth unto the West. Yes, it 

flashes in the East and shineth unto the West. The ministry begins somewhere and it went to 

another place, and then my friends, the world gets their last witness (prophet D. Bruce self 

proclaimed “The son of man”). Who wants to choose the impersonators, go and choose the 

impersonators and who wants to walk with the word, “come this way” (to me at Bethel in 

Trinidad). 

 Brethren, do you remember that, this method of ruining and damming others, to take their 

position after, is always a tactic-target used by the politicians in politic and false teachers 

secretly, whenever they want to rally people behind them or to fellowship with their “ISM like 

“Daltonism”? Listen: come this way (to me: Dalton Bruce). An anti-Christ call, imitating 

Christ‟s call; a false anointed one is calling the elected bride (the true anointed one) to come 

to his bethel house full of pride of the scribes and the anointing of the fallen angels, thus to 

possess her. Glory be to God, for Jesus had already sealed his order:  “Don‟t go” into his 

elected ones (Matt. 24:23). 

 So, beloved ministers, don‟t follow this self proclaimed: angel-messenger of Rev. 10:1,  

Joshua, the leader who was dropped by the seals in 1963.  

                 “But there were false prophets among the people, even as there shall also be false 

teachers among you, who will secretly (cunningly) bring in destructive heresies… and many will 

follow their destructive ways, because of whom the way of truth will be blasphemed.” (2 Pet. 21-

2), (read, 2 cor. 11:13-15). 

          Now, as a bride member, I warn all the rest of the bride members, “don‟t go to 

Trinidad, don‟t surrender under the “New pope” of the anointing of the scribes of Bethel, 

don‟t follow this counterfeit white horse rider and “the 8
th

 messenger” preacher who has 

risen up after W. Branham (the 7
th

 messenger). This is a demonic heresy. 

NB:  Thus, Dalton Bruce is exposed by his own claims as a false prophet, a proud scribe, 

an arrogant and provocative impersonator using evil words. By his proud ambitions, 

selfish motives and objectives, he personalized and spiritualized that ministry out of its 

God ordained context and program, to force-fit himself into it. Yes! He is exposed before 

all the elected of God. 
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 So, the people of God, under the pernicious governance and Yoke of Bethel House of 

heresies, must have a great need of a powerful and complete deliverance today from that 

heretical institution. Please watch and be more partaker of what the Lord is going soon to do 

to set the Bride everywhere free from the impersonators of her ministry around the world 

today. 

 

J. HERETICAL ARTICLE No. 6 

THE MANNER THAT SATAN, THROUGH THE (EODH) AND ITS 

IMPERSONATED “SON OF MAN”, FALSIFIED, PERVERTED AND 

DEVIATED THE BRIDE FROM HER MINISTRY. THIS  IS A WICKED 

AND DESTRUCTIVE HERESY. 

 

 God, considering the confused atmosphere that was set in Africa and the world about the 

rising of many men, ministers of Mal. 4:5-6, proclaiming to be “The 8
th

 messenger-Prophet”, 

came from the year 1998 to 2000, and put an end to that self proclamation, by giving a full truth 

on the debate about: the existence or not of “the 8
th

 messenger-prophet” through the book 

titled: 

“Prophet W. Branham pointed and declared: Behold, after I, the Eight Messenger – 

prophet and the Christ of Today”. 

 Dear brethren, many of us who got a copy of this book written by our brother Massock 

Parmena Louis, were already clarified and well convinced that:    

There was a “great person” to come on the scene after W. BRANHAM, and whom He 

presented to us in His message. (Pg. 49) 

There is “THE 8
th
 MESSENGER-PROPHET” ministry that must come on the scene with a 

message (the 2
nd

 portion of it) said W. Branham after He had left. 

NB: And there is no place, no writing in that Book, where, Bro. MASSOCK mentioned that: He was 

“the 8
th

 messenger prophet”, like it was stated in book 8, pg. 42 by Dalton Bruce, who falsified 

the truth and generated that Heresy to hinder the deliverance and the ministry of the Bride. 

But JESUS said: “the devil shall battle you, but he will not prevail over you” ( ). Thus, it was proved 

in that book, through the Bible and W. Branham quotes that: 
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There is an Eight “star” (symbol used to identify a messenger). 

There is an Eight “candle stand” (symbol used by Bible and W. Branham to identify an 

age). 

There is an Eight “spirit” (attribute used by Bible/message to identify the Anointing that 

works into each messenger of the concerned age). 

And, there is an identified “True Eight messenger prophet” who W. Branham (the 7
th

 

messenger-prophet) pointed out through His message, and called him “The Anointed-

One of Today”. 

But we have come to discover that, all Heretics and Impersonators of “the 8
th

 messenger 

Prophet-ministry”, Just like Dalton Bruce, the last one, use their bad faith to hide W. Branham 

quotations about this 8
th
 messenger pointed out, to satisfy their self ambition and evil objective to 

feed their pride and to gain an international popularity, without having any given message (the 

2
nd

 portion) from God. At the end, as they move without any pull vindication, they are found 

liars, twisters of the people‟s Hope and Joy, which they finally plunge into a great pit of 

deception, and spiritual frustration. 

         See! Among so many quotations of William Branham that shown and pointed out, 

“THE BRIDE BODY” as “THE TRUE EIGHT MESSENGER-PROPHET” to appear on the 

scene after he has left; I say: like others, this last impersonator of Bethel House from that Book 

written by Bro. MASSOCK, considered none of W. Branham quotations, ignored all, recalled 

none, pointed out none, copied none, quoted none, hid all, bound all, and finally kept this truth 

captive into His scribes laboratory of Heresies and prison of Hell bars; to present his self 

ambition by usurping thus, the Bride‟s ministry, functions, attributes etc…; so that, no one 

member of the Bride should come to the knowledge of what God has foreordained for him/ her, 

and made known through that Book, full of W. Branham quotations.   This pervert falsificator of 

the first page of that Book, hid and refused willfully to make known “who” that Book is showing 

as: “The 8
th

 messenger prophet”. This is a dirty trick of Satan through D. Bruce and His 

laboratory of God called men (so called) to frustrate the program of God for his elects and to 

keep the Bride earth bound. 

 

EXPOSITION OF THE DISHONEST AND PERVERT SPIRIT OF THE 

SCRIBES OF BETHEL HOUSE IN TRINIDAD 
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         Dear brethren and Readers of this present book, I invite you to watch the pictures of 

these two pages to notice that: 

 

All those that got a copy of that book: “BEHOLD After I, the 8
th

 messenger prophet and 

the Christ of Today” can see that on the 1
st
 page: it is written above the photo of Bro. 

MASSOCK; these words: THE AUTHOR OF THIS BOOK. You find them on every original 

copy. And beneath the photo, it is written: OUR BROTHER: Rev. MASSOCK Parmena 

Louis as shown on Pg 47. 

Now, when we consider, the (EODH) Books 8, page 42, where the same page was 

photocopied by the (EODH) team, you clearly but shamefully discover that: these words 

above the photo: THE AUTHOR OF THIS BOOK, were cancelled or wiped by Dalton 

Bruce; so that, the reader should read on that page: “PROPHET W. BRANHAM 

POINTED AND DECLARED: BEHOLD, AFTER I, THE 8
th
 MESSENGER-PROPHET 

AND THE CHRIST OF TODAY.” (And beneath the photo). 

OUR BROTHER: REV. MASSOCK PARMENA LOUIS. 
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Brethren, this is an Heresy fabricated by D.B. 

NB: Now, how wicked and shameful it is, for this last impersonator and co. to behave as such? Why 

have they accepted to cancel these words “THE AUTHOR OF THIS BOOK”? WHY did they 

allow the Devil to use them to falsify the original copy? 

Because the (EODH) team and their pope, the claimer of the New Ministry of W. 

Branham, are fabricators of Heresies. With craftiness, they generated an heresy such as: 

CAMEROON 8
th

 Messenger BRIDE – MASSOCK, after canceling the truth on the original 

Page to transform it into an Heresy. 

Why such a rascal behavior and pervert mind from Dalton Bruce? 

Because his proud spirit does not suffer and can not bear to hear the name of any other 

person named in the field or on the trail of the Bride‟s Ministry today. This man‟s fight and 

devilish Heroism are to blackmail, ridicule and cast out from his heretical trail, everyone who 

could or can try to claim the same claims that he self-proclaimed to impersonate at this Hour. 

And what is more pitiful, is the fact that, he misused innocent ministers there as useful idiots to 

promote all his Heretical claims, by publishing them to America, Europe, Asia (India), Africa, 

etc… 

 For the purpose of bringing back all the Bride members out of the Influence of the 

impersonators, to their foreordained ministry and Identity prophesied by Prophet BRANHAM, 

and published in the Book : “Behold the 8
th

 messenger Prophet and the CHRIST of today”, 

we put here, just the five chapters contained in that Book: 

IN CHAPTER ONE:  we found that: 

   EVERY GREAT MINISTRY OF A PROPHET LIBERATOR IS 

FULFILLED IN GOD DIVINE PROGRAM INTO TWO FOLDS. 

IN CHAPTER TWO: we answered the question: 

 WILL THERE BE ANOTHER MAN TO BE USED ON THE SCENE 

AFTER BRO. BRANHAM HAS LEFT? YES! 

Among the many quotations that are in the book, we just quote these few: 

_ IN 1954 

«…I‟ll not stand the Judgment with them. But I‟ll have to stand judgment with men and 

women who I have lived with… God will raise him up another man that day when I‟m gone … 

For the next generation to come, he‟ll have a man there when that generation comes up. Amen 
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OH my! » (Divine Healing Pg30). 

_ 1962 

 « I believe that the Lord has used me in little special things to help may be 

lay a foundation for a prophet that will come …» (Taking side with JESUS). 

_ 1963 

 « I‟m just waiting. It may be my going home town. It looks very much that 

way. If it is, there will be somebody after me that will take the message on. It will be an odd 

Person, but he will rise after this and take the message on. (As I was with Moses). And that 

person will appear in the Prophet Ministry after William Branham who even pointed him out).  

IN CHAPTER 3:  We found out, 

 

 THE 5 ANOINTINGS OF THE MINISTRY OF ACHIEVEMENT OR 

“THE ANOINTING OF THE BRIDE”  

It is in this chapter, that we came to find, appointed by W. Branham, the “Glorious 

Person”, the messenger who was to come after he has left. And this glorious person found, is: 

the “BRIDE”: that is the fullness of the one that fills all in all. 

IN CHAPTER 4: 

 “BEHOLD THE 8
th

 MESSENGER- PROPHET AND THE CHRIST OF 

TODAY”. 

         Here, Bro. W Branham, conscious of having been the 7
th

 messenger, called the 

glorious Person after Him, the 8
th

 messenger” and the Anointed – one (CHRIST), the Prophet of 

Today. 

I‟ll preach what God said! That is right. One of them Eight (even the eighth after him, 

the seventh) will be somewhere. One of them will be somewhere. But at the day (in which He 

will be on the scene after him). I don‟t want to be guilty of saying I compromised because of 

creed or some church doctrine or some denomination. I‟ve preached the truth: » (strait is the 

door, 01/03/59). 

NB: When each Impersonator self proclaimed “8
th

 messenger to preach after W. Branham 

(7
th
 messenger) realized that, there were provisions showing the existence of the 8

th
 messenger, 

each one of them, one after the other jumped on this title, self proclaimed and promoted himself 

as such, to deviate and to derail the elects from their “High Calling”. 
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Brethren, the only main purpose for God to allow the writing of the Book: 

«BEHOLD the 8
th
 MESSENGER – PROPHET AND THE CHRIST OF TODAY “by our 

Brother MASSOCK P.L, was to make known to the Bride‟s members that, W. Branham pointed 

them, in the message as: “The glorious Person, or man” to be “The 8
th

 messenger” and “the 

coming Christ” who must appear on the scene after Him. This is why the Laodicean Prophet 

revealed, saying:: 

« Now , if you notice In Revelation 1 , we find JESUS standing in the seven church ages, 

the seven golden candle sticks, when he (John) turned and saw one like the son of man, 

standing, clothed with How it was. IT WAS THE BRIDE STANDING IN THE 

CANDLESTICKS DRAWED OUT» Amen. (Why are we not a denomination? Pg37, Par.180) 

Yes! Sir, W Branham pointed out none of our former or latest impersonators that we have 

on the scene now. But, who did he point out brethren? THE BODY BRIDE. Hallelujah. 

Then, to convince us that his commission to forerun “the coming CHRIST”, as he 

pointed Him out was fulfilled, he said: 

“As the end – time prophecies will repeat, I believe, as the first forerunner (John the 

Baptist) came from the wilderness and cried “Behold the lamb of God” the second forerunner 

(W. Branham) will probably do the same by pointing the people (of the laodicean age) to a 

word-Born BRIDE (of the Bride age)”. (Spoken word is the original seed, page 63, Canada 

print). 

WHO did John the Baptist point out? The lamb, the Anointed one: The CHRIST, the BRIDE 

in ONE BODY! Amen. 

WHO did W. BRANHAM point out to come after Him? Not an individual, not an 

impersonator, but “a WORD-BORN BRIDE” whom he called later THE PROPHET of 

Today, the Anointed one (The CHRIST), the “BRIDE” in many members forming the 

same ONE BODY (1Cor. 12:12): 

«For as the body is one and has many members, but all the members of that one body, being many, 

are one body, so also is Christ» Amen. 

Let us listen again to W. Branham: 

«…when they saw him (JESUS) coming, fully identified by the word. It‟s that same 

manner that the church (the Bride), that is “a prophet today”, must be fully identified by the 

word of God, “that is the PROPHET”» (GN. Pg. 206) 
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And He concluded revealing to us saying: 

«and in there, there would be a time come forth when he (God) could express 

himself in fullness of his God head, Deity, through His CHURCH (the BRIDE), OH! My! 

What? The Anointed man; now the Anointed BRIDE (The CHRIST) and the BRIDE 

GROOM.» hallelujah (Christ is the mystery of God revealed, Pg. 51) 

Brethren, the complete revelation is revealing to us that: The 8
th

 messenger, being the 

BRIDE, Is the PROPHET TODAY, The Anointed-man, The Anointed BRIDE, The CHRIST OF 

TODAY: This is the true coming CHRIST who must appear on the scene today after W. 

BRANHAM has left. And not an impersonator self proclaimed as such. Reason why JESUS 

CHRIST, said: when they tell you “come this way” by Dalton BRUCE, Don‟t go, don‟t believe 

it, I say: “the true CHRIST” can‟t go nor follow “the false Christ”. Amen! 

 

AFTER GETTING THIS REVEALED KNOWLEDGE IN THAT 

BOOK 

Yet, our Heretical pastor in prophet clothing could not and cannot see in that book and 

in the Bible, “The candle stick” which must justify His belief of the existence of “the Bride‟s 

age”. Do you see? 

How can this man of TRINIDAD be so confused? He said: 

 “We are in the Bride‟s age” (but he doesn‟t know that the Laodicean age and the 

Bride age are different). 

“We are living in the age of the capstone” (Book 8, page 53, Ident. N
o
 3) which is also 

called “The 7 thunders age”. Is it still the Laodicean age, pastor Bruce? 

We know by the scriptures in Rev. 1 that, there are 7 candlesticks that correspond to the 7 

churches ages. Now if we believe that “the Bride‟s age is not the Laodicean age, and is neither 

among the ages of the churches pointed in Revelation 1, then we must understand that we have to 

find “the candle lamp stand that symbolizes the age of the bride, called: the Capstone age or the 

age of the 7 thunders”. 

 Remember, Bro., Branham said: “The GROOM and the BRIDE are ONE”, 

The ministry of the Bride is the ministry of the GROOM – The word- Bride and the word-

GROOM are ONE. See!  Hebrews 12:2 says “… looking unto JESUS the author and finisher of 

our faith…” 
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Notice that Jesus Christ appeared in the dispensation of the fullness of time (1
st
 fold) 

Gal. 4:4, in “the Groom‟s age” which wasn‟t the Ephesians church- age for, he appeared before 

the 7 church- ages, stood as “the author of our faith, yes! the originator and the distributor 

of our faith”. But, he never finished our faith. Therefore, after the 7 church ages,  the same 

Christ who appeared in “ONE BODY” in the Groom‟s age, has to appear again in “the Bride‟s 

age” being many members, to stand as “the finisher of our faith”, the gatherer of our faith that 

was once distributed to all the elects. (Jude 3). 

 Thus, “the Groom‟s age” and “the Bride‟s age” are ONE. For, the Bride appears 

in her ministry, under the same dispensation of the fullness of time (second- fold) Ephes. 1:9-

10. 

 Prophet Branham, having seen who will be the 8
th

 messenger prophet, that is: the 

Bride, spoke also of her age: “the age of the Bride” and saw also the Candle Stick of “the 

Bride‟s age”; then he revealed and said: 

« Now if you notice in Revelation 1, we find Jesus standing in the Seven Church ages, 

the seven golden candle sticks when he (John) turned and saw one like the Son of man… it 

was the Bride standing in the candle sticks drawed out». (why are we not a denomination) 

The last impersonator could not get the revelation of this 8
th

 candle stick, standing 

upon seven candle sticks, and called that an Heresy when it was well detailed in the Book of 

Bro. MASSOCK, that every Elect under the leadership of the Holy Ghost, will see and 

understand it. 

He could not notice that the scriptures say: the church (the Bride) is also identified as a 

pillar, a Lamp stand, a candle stick, here standing upon 7 others. (Read, 1Tim. 3:15;) and which 

flames (Heb 1:7) and can stand like he stood that day in the wilderness (Exod .14:20).On the 

other side: 

This last Heretic can‟t say that: prophet Branham was the messenger of the Bride‟s age 

which is the capstone age or the 7 thunders age. He can‟t say so! Therefore, if we know that 

Bro. Branham appeared in the Laodicean age, it is automatically believed that there must be 

“A messenger” after W. Branham for the “Bride‟s age”. Amen! And who is already known 

as “The Bride-Herself”.   I say: let D. Bruce know that: “The Bride” is the messenger (even the 

8
th

 messenger) after W. Branham (the 7
th
 messenger), to minister in the “the Bride age”. 

AMEN! 
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 Now, that we have got our 8
th

 messenger prophet, we can also identify the star 

(even the 8
th
 star) that symbolizes her. Hallelujah! 

NB: All these teachings and revelations are clearly proved in the book: Behold the 8
th

 

messenger prophet and the CHRIST of Today. (Chapter 4) 

Now brethren, we all believe that The Groom and the Bride are ONE, the same “star” 

that symbolizes the Groom, symbolizes the Bride also. 

In (Rev. 22:16) The same “Bright and morning star” (JESUS, called Bride by W. 

Branham, as John saw him standing on the 7 candle sticks) was holding “7 stars” in his right 

hand (Rev: 1) yes! The “8
th

 star” holding “the other 7 stars”. 

Brethren, this is the same 8
th

 star: the bright and morning star – CHRIST who, if we 

(Bride‟s members) hold firm and take heed of the prophetic word as a light shinning in a 

dark place, is going soon as “the day star – (the morning and bright star) to rise into every 

elected one, (2 Peter 1: 19). Amen! 

Let us remember that the scriptures do not present the example found in ESTHER Book 

in vain. She was given 7 maidens, to prepare her. And when she was out from the Room to 

move to the king, she bore the sum of all the identifications of all the 7 maidens into Her, 

and appeared as the 8
th

 before the king ASSUERUS. 

My beloved brother, or sister, or minister, beware, take hid of the false anointing of 

Bethel House. Now you know who Prophet Branham (the 7
th

 messenger) has pointed out as the 

8
th
 messenger prophet: the Bride (the members). That is: you and I, not an individual as the 8

th
 

messenger (which is an Heresy). But the whole body Bride is the 8
th
 messenger within which, 

you are a member, an 8
th

 messenger and not the 8
th
 messenger. Yes, the Bride is the Anointed-

One (The CHRIST), but you are an anointed one (a Christ). 

In confirmation, the scriptures declared through the prophecy that the 

Impersonator even the beast of Rev. 11 & 17 that has seven heads is the eight king among 

the seven. (See Verse 11) 

NB: Be prepared to receive the capstone messages that will enlighten and convince you 

more. May the Lord bless you.  

K. HERETICAL  ARTICLE N
O

  7 

DALTON BRUCE, PROCLAIMS THAT “THE TRUE SECOND 

COMING CHRIST AS JESUS PROMISED” IS NOW REVEALED TO HIM 
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AND THAT ISAIAH 40:4 (2
ND

-FOLD) IS GEOGRAPHICALLY 

FULFILLED IN TRINIDAD 

 

NB: Dalton Bruce, as the last Heretic and Impersonator on the trail of the Bride‟s 

ministry is exposed here from his personal claims laid, but hidden in his (EODH) books. 

Brethren, we are facing here a very serious case, and claim from this last black and 

white horse Rider and heretic who truly claims, to be “the 2
nd

 coming CHRIST JESUS” who 

is literally born in TRINIDAD as the first CHRIST JESUS was born in BETHLEHEM. 

From where came this damnable, pervert and demonic Heresy into D. Bruce, and 

which was endorsed by his God called men ( so-called)?                                                                                       

Remember I told you in the foreword that, when this last impersonator wrote his book 8, the 

Lord revealed to me that, D. Bruce incarnates the “scribes spirit”, and that latter, he is going to 

claim back and raise up on his behalf, all the heresies that he wrathfully fought into others. Thus, 

God permitted today that “the eyes of an Eagle” should see the fulfillment of what He told me 

in 2004     about Dalton Bruce claims. 

 Stimulated by His Pride and inspired by the fallen angels anointing, Dalton 

Bruce revealed and declared in (Book 11, page 287, Para. 1): 

 «Don‟t look for any gigantic thing my friend. When the word spoke of John 

(the forerunner) coming before Jesus, it said: Every valley shall be exalted, and every 

mountain and hill shall be made low: and the crooked shall be made straight and the rough 

places plain, (Isaiah 40:4). When he (John the Baptist) came down there, he cut down the 

Pharisees and preached repentance to sinners. This verse (Isaiah 40:4) speaks of the 

geographical location (Today) where “the second coming of the Lord” takes place; just as 

certain as he was born in Bethlehem of Judea (physically). “THIS IS A BIG LIE”! from a 

Spiritual Impostor. 

 Dear brethren, How can this proud pastor allow the devil to frustrate the scriptures 

in his hands, in his mind and in his heart? Is he conscious of what he is saying? No wander! He 

says, he is responsible for all what he is declaring. Then, we can tell this fabricator of the 2
nd

-

fold of (Is. 40:4) that: he has forcibly twisted, deviated and perverted the purity of the word 

of God. 

Notice brethren, Dalton Bruce understood that there is a second physical coming of 
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JESUS CHRIST on the scene, and He never knew how that was taking place? “Then he (like 

others) crosses his conscience thousands of times, even like the pope, to make the Highest 

claims that anyone can make. That is to fulfill the New ministry of JESUS CHRIST”. (Book 

8; pg. 101). 

 You: the ministers, Assemblies, people, in America, Europe, India, Africa, 

Australia etc, who were kept in the New Prison of Hell bars, under the infected and deviated 

messages of Bethel House of Heresies, time has come for every one to be free, to claim back 

your freedom from this last impersonator in the 2
nd

 coming of JESUS CHRIST ministry 

clothing, who was born physically in Trinidad, a physical plain place (fulfilling Is.40:4) as was 

born the first JESUS_CHRIST in Bethlehem of Judea. And to make his claim convincing, he 

entered his laboratory where heresies are fabricated, and came out with the inspiration that: 

ISAIAH 40:4 has been a prophecy to be fulfilled into two folds. (This is an heretical perversion 

of the word of God). 

 1
st
 Fold: John the Baptist came, recognized his ministry in Is. 40:4; then to 

prepare a plain place for the Messiah people‟s heart, he cut down the Pharisees, and preached 

repentance to sinners. Now, were the Pharisees cut down to receive the Messiah as he came? No! 

He rebuked and blasted them, called them even “race of vipers” because he was a prophet with 

a 2
nd

 pull. He knew who they were. 

NB: If we want to compare, the cutting down of the people, ministers, that Dalton 

Bruce‟s abuses and curses are directed today, we can find that he has done more and gone far 

than John the Baptist. This we know, but he (Dalton Bruce) can‟t attribute himself to be (Is. 

40:4), which will make him another second forerunner of the 2
nd

 coming of JESUS CHRIST 

ministry, which has been already foreran by, W. Branham. Although in his confused state, he 

told us before that: “He was just that humble Eunuch who is preparing a place for the king to 

plant His seed”, (this is a flat Heresy) we can really see that our confused Heretic and Co, are 

heresied by their personal fabricated Heresies along their promoted new ministry, located in 

a certain place: Trinidad. 

2
nd

 Fold: See! Dalton, being unable to claim, the forerunning ministry of (Is. 40:4) like 

John the Baptist, he therefore heresied us by fabricating a second fold of (Is. 40:4), thinking that 

“It was a powerful and divine Revelation from God”, revealing to Him that: today, (IS:40:4) IS 

FULLY FULFILLED; for it spoke of a plain, where there are no hills, no mountains, no 
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valleys, and, this is in Trinidad land: the geographical Location where the second coming of 

Christ (born physically) has taking place, just as certain as He (JESUS) WAS PHYSICALLY 

BORN IN BETHLEHEM. “This is a bombing and devilished Heresy”. 

No wonder! this Anti-CHRIST, impersonating CHRIST-JESUS, is today calling you, 

saying: 

 “Come up this way, to me ( Dalton Bruce), come and have refuge under 

Bethel House in Trinidad, under me”,( yes under him the false CHRIST). 

         And, Innocent ministers in the world, without enough discernment, being broken 

by the arrogance in abuses and curses from D.Bruce, surrounded themselves with their little 

flocks to be shepherd by a proud scribe whose self exaltation is continually pasting his 

carnal and temporal Heroism to the face of the True CHRIST. But watch, his folly will be 

soon proved. Listen and get more the base of this damnable Heresy justification still in (Book 

11, Page 287, and Para 4) quote: 

« There is a certain location (Trinidad) for that Angel (messenger); a certain ministry. 

It is the ministry of CHRIST. He alone holds the revelation of the seven thunders. That is 

scriptural order (to recognize the geographical . fulfillment of Is.40:4)… This is the course you 

and I have to follow. (only the foolish virgins will follow that vain course without any divine 

achievement ). These scriptures came in the first fold to guide you and I, and to show us 

where   it was coming from. »          

 Which scriptural order Dalton. B. is talking about? His fabricated 2
nd

-fold of (ISAIAH 

40:4) must guide people to show them the location where:  

The coming CHRIST ( born) Ministry is located; (that is in TRINIDAD). 

The revelation of the 7
th
 seal / 7 thunders, is coming from! 

This is why he warns, saying: 

«If you don‟t know the scriptures (he is talking of the fabricated 2
nd

-fold of Is40:4) that 

pertain to the opening of that seal ( the 7
th

), you will miss the revelation when it comes ( it‟s a 

lie, D.B. is heresying!), and you will be following some kind of false anointed one around the 

world ( instead of him D. BRUCE).» 

 See! Brethren, the Bride is “the true Anointed –ONE”, and she will follow neither the 

last false-Anointed one (D.B) nor the former false Anointed- ones. And what The Bride must 

know is: her identification, it is her position, she must understand: What is the Bride? How is 
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the Bride? Who is the Bride? For, she is the one who is now sent as “the Angel- messenger” in 

the “Bride‟s age”. She ought to know in the breakthrough of her ministry, the whole truth 

about the God that has sent her to appear as “the coming CHRIST” to finish our faith.  

JESUS said: 

«And this is life eternal, that they might know thee the only true God, and JESUS 

CHRIST whom thou has sent. » (John 17:3). 

Then He added: «As thou hast sent me into the world, even so have I also sent them into 

the world. » (Verse 18). 

         Then, we can now ask: Who is today sent by the Father in the Bride‟s age? 

Answer: You and I,( the Bride‟s members), “the Anointed one, the CHRIST of 

today”. Brethren, we are going to labour and toil deeply the knowledge of “WHO, the sent 

Bride is”, before you will start to think of How to take her to the expected outpouring or the 

manifestation of the dynamic power. Yes, we have to bring forth “the capstone messages 

given now that take her up to the capstone Revival”. It‟s very necessary, that is what gives 

her, her break through to her ministry. The Bride has been given a “key word” and a 

“password”, I say the present impersonator and last Heretic, Dalton B., does not have them. 

 

THE LOCATION OF THE STARTING OF THE MINISTRY OF THE BRIDE 

 

 Here is where the last Impersonator of the New ministry of W. Branham has 

deeply heresied the brethren in general and in particular, those in Africa whom he successfully 

deviated from the Achievement programmed plan of God for His elected ones. 

Now, prophet Branham in his days, expected to see and be physically in the move of the 

“BRIDE‟s MINISTRY”; but He was taken away before time. Nevertheless, he promised to be 

there when that ministry shall be on. And many ministers heresied the brethren that, W. 

Branham must get out from the grave to ride the trail again. We all know about this story. 

 There is only ONE MINISTRY to appear on the scene Today: The ministry of 

CHRIST (in its 2
nd

-fold) as the finisher of our faith. It‟s also called “the BRIDE‟s ministry”. 

It was under the expectation of that single and same ministry that W. Branham said: 

        «Will you come right now in the presence of his spirit? You‟ll never see 

anything (like a revival) happen greater until you see the coming of the Lord (for the final 
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ministry). Now remember, surely I know what I‟m speaking of, or he should not grant the 

ministry» (spirit of Truth 18/01/63). 

 There is a coming ministry, W. Branham knew it, and It was given to him a 

promise to ride again. The anointing of his ministry (Rev. 10:7) was renewed or called back for 

ministration of the unwritten mystery. Reason why he said: 

«When I preach my last sermon, close the Bible, and walk away the last time, and 

the work‟s over (his first- fold is over), he will be there. Yes, sir. And just as sure as I believe 

that he is coming, when he comes again (for His ministry of achievement into the Bride), I will 

be there too. Yes, sir. » (God keeps His word-7/4/57). 

 Brethren, as the Bride‟s ministry goes on, as her break through is being 

granted, W. Branham anointing ministry (Rev. 10: 7,2
nd

-fold) has to be there, hallelujah; it was 

a promised then, but today it‟s a reality Here, in Africa, in Cameroon, where He has visited 

me, spoken what I heard, and kept what I‟ve seen for the purpose of the Bride‟s move and 

revival. It‟s not that I am “the 8
th

 messenger”, an Heresy fabricated by D. Bruce. But that, the 

“Bride” being “the 8
th

 messenger” of the Bride‟s age “, will carry on her Revival. 

 W. Branham (the 7
th

 messenger) told the people who were predestinated to 

receive the Laodicean message, saying: 

 “We (You and I) are messengers of the same message”. 

That is, both Him and the people were (the 7
th
 messenger) in that age. Likewise: the 

Bride being “the 8
th
 messenger prophet”. Each one of Her member is “an 8

th
 messenger” 

elected brethren. It‟s what each one is in the Bride body‟s move, but, not an individual, an 

impostor, an usurpator of the Bride‟s position, an impersonator who claims the bride‟s ministry 

after William Branham who, pointing her, called her “The Anointed-man, the Glorious 

person” Hallelujah! 

 Notice: The new claimer of W. Branham ministry does not believe in (Rev.10: 

7,2
nd

-fold). He knows that, W. Branham fulfilled (Rev. 10:7 1
st
-fold) as a prophet to reveal : 

 1) all the mystery declared to his servants, the prophets and written in the Book (from 

Genesis to Revelation), this , W. Branham Fulfilled it. 

 2) all the mystery declared to his servant, the prophet (John) and written (or sealed) on 

the backside of the book (bible), which fulfillment must take place in “the age of the Bride 

today”. This is the reason, why the anointing of W. Branham‟s ministry of (Rev. 10:7, but its 2
nd
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fold) was called back for service (to ride again). 

 The man Branham died, but said: “when that ministry comes, he (the anointing 

which becomes a person) shall be there”. Do we understand it now brethren? 

 See, the 7 thunders were already declared to John and therefore known by John 

who heard their message and wanted to write them, but  the voice of the Angel messenger of 

Rev. 1, said: “seal up those which the seven thunders uttered and write them not”. 

 So, the heavenly Angel, holds not the 7 thunders messages, but their revelation. I 

say: John heard what the thunders said, and he was about to write them, but sealed them. Yes 

“the anointing of the sealing of the thunders that was in John, must be today in the Bride to bring 

them and open them. Branham said: “JESUS kept John till nowadays”. 

Yes! The anointing of W. Branham, being recalled for service to fulfill (Rev. 10:7 – 

2
nd

 fold), must be into the Bride to reveal the 7 thunders message. This is why God through 

the book of Bro. MASSOCK, revealed to us “the Anointing of the Bride” which is made of 

the  anointing of: (Joshua, Elisha, John, W.Branham, and the fullness of Christ)  . 

 Yes, W. Branham, saw the Bride in this mood and called her: The glorious 

person, The Great Prophet in whom must dwell bodily again the whole fullness of 

GodHead. 

NB: All the detailed study of this revelation is in chap 3 of “BEHOLD the 8
th

 

messenger…” And which this last Impersonator of Trinidad does not see! 

 Now, he speaks of a certain ministry (the ministry of CHRIST-the Bride ministry 

which must come up in a certain location that is: Bethel house in Trinidad; this is a heresy). 

This last heretical man, is deviating the vision of W. Branham seeing the ministry and pointing to 

us, the place where that ministry expected, should start. Dalton Bruce forcibly twisted that 

vision, cancelled it and substituted it with a heresy: a fabricated 2
nd

 fold of Is. 40:4, 

standing for a physical plain land which W. Branham had never spoken about, neither the 

Bible had never made any provision about TRINIDAD. But this man deviated many 

ministers from Africa, not to see with prophet- W. Branham, where The Ministry must 

start today. 

 Remember, to convince many, D. Bruce quoted Matt. 24:27 

«For as the lightening cometh out of the East, and shineth even unto the West; so shall 

also the coming of the son of man be. » 
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           Yes, we know that the lightening rose from the East (Asia Continent, in ISRAEL), 

it was fulfilled by PAUL; it passed through the noon (European Continent), it was fulfilled by: 

Ireneaus, Martin, Columba, Luther, John Wesley; and shineth in the West. And in the west 

(AMERICA-continent), it was fulfilled through W. Branham, through whom the ministry of “the 

son of man” was partially fulfilled. There he said: 

 “I am not the son of man, but “a son of man”; He (JESUS CHRIST) is the 

Son of Man…” 

(Yes, with that gift of discernment, digging the thoughts and hearts of the people), that is 

it! When this 2
nd

 pull could go on, W. Branham could scream: He is here! Oh yes! brethren! 

Then, God promised again to take that lightening that shineth in the west back again to 

the East at this end Hour. But this last impersonator from Bethel in Trinidad doesn‟t believe 

nor teach that, it must now pass through Africa continent, before entering back to its original 

place or site (even Israel Nation). He is heresying us that “the lightening will leave (from 

Trinidad) ,from the West and go back straight to the East” (it‟s a lie). 

Then, this man burst out another Heresy about Bro. MASSOCK seeking the renewal of 

the black‟s conscience and spoke on the matter of racism, which had never been a problem, in 

the Mal. 4:5-6, message. This is why we unlooked his statement on this issue in (Book 8, page 

28, Par. 2, and in Book 12). 

But we believe and now watch on the prophecies of the true anointed prophet of God W. 

Branham, pointing to us, the New land, the continent: “AFRICA” where the MINISTRY 

Expected, should start. For, Africa is the end of the road for the Gentiles dispensation said W. 

BRANHAM: 

“… The Junction of time: the end of the road (for the Gentiles). AFRICA is a-roaring 

with a big healing meeting. And signs and wonders appearing all over around the world, 

everywhere what is it? The junction of time. The end of time.” (The junction of time, pg. 29 

Par. 141). 

      Then he made clear about the place where the expected ministry must be: 

 «… But it‟s something in my heart that pulls me to Africa. There, those 

people, there – there is something about them, that I love, and I want to go just for the 

coloured people only … I want to go to my coloured friends. That is where the Lord called me 

(for his 2
nd

 fold ministry). And now they needy… fell they‟re the ones that looks like they 
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would receive it. They‟re the ones. There is something about it. » Hallelujah! (Ashamed of 

Him, 11/7/65 pg. 5 Canada Pr.) 

Listen to the Laodicean prophet saying: 

 “… They are the ones that would receive it”. 

Then we can ask: receive “it”, what prophet Branham? 

And He spoke and explained: 

 “Really, the people of America (the whole continent including Trinidad) are not 

for such “a ministry”, the churches. That‟s right. It is. It‟s beyond their time-see? And it 

causes everything, some call you a “devil”, some call you a “spiritualist”, some call you a 

“son of God”, a “God” and everything. See? So I just promise the Lord that I‟d let it go 

and just wait and use that “MINISTRY” in AFRICA or on personal interview. When I 

have them here”. (God being misunderstood. COD. Pg 599-par. 15).s 

 Brethren, may the Lord himself convince you about the manner he led W. 

Branham to point out to us the place where the ministry of the Bride will start: AFRICA, the 

end of the road for the Gentiles dispensation, but not TRINIDAD; it‟s Africa: The Junction 

of Time- the end-time. 

              Yes sir, the anointing of W. Branham‟s ministry ( Rev.10:7-2
nd

 fold), getting  the 

revelation from the Anointing of Christ (Rev. 10:1) into the Bride, of the 7 thunders message as 

they‟re brought forth by the Anointing of John (into the very Bride), it‟s the Bride from Africa, 

that shall candle the Bride in ASIA, America in general (New England) and the bride in 

other continents. This is the unbelievable thing or work that he promised to do in this end-time. 

 Remember, the last Heretic and Impersonator of Trinidad, has no message, 

no password, no keyword. Therefore He has nothing to candle the bride. 

            This is the reason why we are asking him to step away from the trail of the 

Bride‟s ministry before the anointing of Joshua into the Bride stones him, like ACHAN who 

disturbed the smooth move of the new generation of people, to claim the whole land (now the 

dynamic power) at the appropriated time, Yes! I say, before the Anointing of Elisha into the 

Bride anoints AZAHEL (the lawless man) to slaughter him and Co. into pieces. 

 

L. HERETICAL  ARTICLE  N
O

 8 

DALTON BRUCE CLAIMS TO BE THE ONLY BLAMELESS, SINLESS 
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AND FAULTLESS PREACHER IN THE WORLD WHO HAS NEVER 

DEVIATED FROM THE BIBLE AND THE MESSAGE OF W. BRANHAM 

 

  NB: Dalton Bruce, as the last Heretic and Impersonator on the trail of the Bride‟s 

ministry, is exposed here from his personal claims laid, but hidden in His (EODH) books. 

       In (EODH) book 11, page 14, Par. 2. Dalton Bruce declared: 

 «But I am straight on the word of God; and false anointed ones are not 

straight on the word of God. That is why I can challenge anybody around the world to come 

and show me where I deviated from Bro. BRANHAM‟s message or from the Bible. None cannot  

show me that! » 

 This is again, another flat lie and bombing heresy, declared with arrogance by 

Dalton Bruce: the self proclaimed up righteous preacher and faithful interpreter or 

translator of W. Branham message and the Bible. And who said: “there is nobody in the 

world who can show where he deviated”. 

 We thank the Holy Ghost, “Our Joshua” who can use and even has used a 

Bride‟s member to unveil, to pull out and expose all the perverted manners, and the deviated 

ways in which this proud self proclaimed prophet has used to suffer the purity of the true 

program of God laid in the Bible, and explained in W. Branham‟s message. 

 Now, all these mentioned and exposed Heresies laid in this book, are already the 

opened proofs to the world of the deviation and falsification of the word of God and W. 

Branham‟s message by D. Bruce, who has forcibly twisted the word to fit his claims.  

These manners are to justify : our self-righteous impersonator and faultless scribe, who 

claims to be: (1) the coming CHRIST JESUS who is born in Trinidad, (2) the Angel 

messenger of (Rev. 10:1) who was brought down in 1963, at the opening of the seals and who is 

now here (in Bethel House in Trinidad), (3) the 8
th

 messenger-Prophet who must preach after 

W. Branham (the 7
th
 messenger) has preached and left, (4) the prophet from the Gentile 

Nations prophesied by W. Branham to forerun and fetch with the 7
th

 seal/7 thunders message, 

the two Jewish Prophets (Moses and Elijah), (5) the prophet Joshua- the Bride‟s leader, now 

in his commission in Trinidad: killing the Achans; (6) the true white Horse Rider who is now 

kicking out from His trail, all the Heretics who are riding on White and black horses identified 

by his (EODH) theologians of Bethel house of heresies and its FBI‟s agents set in all the nations 
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as reporters of the heretics and gatherers of new heresies; the claimer of the new ministry 

of W. Branham, to reveal the 7
th

 seal/7 thunders to his followers who are sitted under the purity 

(so-called ) of his heresies called: the new revelation and capstone„s messages, and the owner 

of the last room of the prison of hell bars, alias: Bethel House. 

              Remember that, this self-proclaimed righteousness is always used by many 

impersonators to find their way out, to appear to the public. But that tactic of theirs is what 

enable the elected to discover their proud hidden nature. 

              Thus, Dalton Bruce, by recommending himself to his self righteousness and 

faithfulness, never realized that, it was the false anointing of the fallen angels that 

manipulated him to challenge the elected bride‟s members all over the world. But that 

challenge was accepted by the Holy Ghost that has exposed him, to enable the Bride to see 

manifested, the proud spirit of the new scribe today. 

            Brethren, do you see how this man of Trinidad is lifted up with pride without 

being a novice?(1Tim.3:6). Now the pride of his heart, having deceived him (Jer.49:16 ), has led 

his mouth to speak foolishly (Prov.14:3 ).  Therefore, we are not going to respect this proud man, 

for it‟s written: 

        “Blessed is that man that maketh the Lord his trust, and respecteth not the proud, 

nor such as turn aside to lies” (Ps.40:4). 

            This new Trinidad impersonator of W. Branham‟s new ministry, wanted to 

imitate the statement of the humble man of KENTUCKY who always said, about the authenticity 

of his visions and their vindicated fulfillment under “Thus saith the Lord”, saying:  

          “Have I ever told you anything in the Name of the Lord (that is: Thus saith the 

Lord) and that has not been fulfilled? Has anybody ever seen it failed? It can‟t fail” ( Sir, is 

it the time? ). 

         Dalton Bruce, impersonating W. Branham statement says: 

     “But I am straight on the word of God. False anointed ones are not…That is why 

I challenge anybody around the world to come and show me where, I deviated from Bro. 

Branham‟s message or from the Bible. None cannot show me that!” 

Now that in this part of the world, in CAMEROON, an eagle‟s eyes have seen his 

deviations, how can he escape an exposition? Dalton Bruce is now exposed as the last 

deviator of W. Branham‟s message, who, in Trinidad, claims to be: the Coming Christ Jesus ;a 
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claim endorsed by his God called men, which has instead made him: a perverser and false 

interpreter of (Is. 40:4), deviating thus, the Bible. But W. Branham came to forerun and to point 

out to “the Laodicean church people”, “the genuine body Bride – the COMING CHRIST” on 

the scene, made of many members today as revealed by Paul, saying: 

«For as the body is ONE, and hath many members, and all the members of that same one 

body, being  many, are one body: so also is Christ”.(1cor.12:12). 

         Brethren, you remember that, the man W. Branham, though a prophet has never 

proudly challenged the world concerning the word, except a case related to a divine 

revelation or vision shown to him by God. For concerning the Bible‟s Teachings, W. Branham, 

many times recognized of having deviated from the true interpretation of the Word or written 

mysteries in the Bible; but after getting the revelation, he came back later for correction 

before the assembly. 

 See, the Prophet of Mal. 4:5-6 (2
nd

 fold) kept saying while being on the scene: 

«I make thousand of mistakes (deviation, errors, wrong interpretations) each month, 

each year… I didn‟t mean to do that,… you forgive me Lord» (Heb. Book, Par. 2). 

And He added: «Guilty of the least is guilty of the whole, I have sinned (deviated from the 

Bible) many times, every day, every one of us do things that we don‟t want to do” (COD, 

Vol. 2 Pg. 7 10 Par. 100). 

See, every one of us deviates, said W. Branham, excepted our boasting Pastor who 

Heroically claims his self righteousness , self faithfulness and straightness to the word of God 

and W. Branham‟s message before the world, while the Humble Prophet of the Laodicean age 

claimed no righteousness nor straightness on his own, but said: «There is only one 

righteousness we have, not of our own, but His righteousness, He has perfected our 

salvation. Therefore being in Him (as elected ones). There is a spirit in us screams out, Oh! 

Father forgive me…» (GN. Pg. 2). 

 D. Bruce, himself, proves that W. Branham, although he was a prophet made 

mistakes and deviated sometime from the word, saying: 

“The great prophet Brother Branham, did he make mistakes? Do you know that 

Brother Branham preached contrary things? (congregation says, “amen!”)…He was called, 

he was a prophet, but he lacked knowledge because the seals were not opened. And he 

failed the Lord; he made one or two mistakes. ”(EODH, book 10, pg 27, par. 4). 
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If therefore, a born prophet deviated and made mistakes; what about Dalton Bruce, 

a common man and an impersonator?  

We, the sons and daughters of God, can forgive the pastor of Bethel if he can repent, as 

we ask him to withdraw now his challenge. We can also be ready to pray against that wicked 

proud spirit of scribes that leads him always to boast of His blind Heroism. Now, recognized 

as the last impersonator before his former ones, we declare that: his boasting is vain and leads 

him to perdition. Thus, his challenge is just “a Demonic Heresy” to attract and seduce the 

very elect.  But we remind him that: it‟s impossible.  

Let Him know that, his self-righteousness and straightforwardness, said the Bible, are just 

now found, like “a dirty rag, a sin before the sight of God”. Reason why Paul revealed and 

taught us that: 

«For not he that commendeth himself is approved, but whom the Lord commendeth  (2 

Cor. 10:18). 

 We can realize all of us today that, Dalton Bruce‟s new ministry is fully based upon 

“Pride”. It‟s this pride that, being projected by the fallen Angels in him, has led him in his 

claims, to fight arrogantly other ministers who were deceived like manner. Now both, him and 

them, being known today as Heretics and Impersonators, need the contribution of our prayers to 

God, who alone can restore them back if they accept to look for “Humbleness” and seek for 

“forgiveness” from those that they have heresied and taken astray. 

 

                                 M. HERETICAL ARTICLE N
O

 9 

THE JUSTIFICATION OF DALTON BRUCE‟S NEW MINISTRY OF 

ABUSES, CURSES, CONDEMNATION UNTO DEATH OF OTHERS, AND 

THE SEALING INTO THEIR CONDITION DECLARED IN HIS (EODH) 

BOOKS, IS A FLAT DAMNABLE HERESY. 

 

       Why do Dalton Bruce‟s followers clap for him and praise him in the congregations 

that receive his books? Because, they found him too much bold, to challenge all the men that 

were ahead of him in the trail of making the same claims. But with a difference that, he 

succeeded to use bitter words and evil speaking to bruise and ruin their personality and 
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reputation before their congregations and the rest of the world, while he exposed them in his 

(EODH) books. 

      We are not exposing the pastor of Bethel in this book with an intention, or ambition, or a 

private motive as he had, while he was exposing the heresies of others. But we want him to 

understand that, he, falling under the same claims or into the same ditch or trap of the fallen 

Angels anointing, must draw to him or take back to himself, the same evil speaking and dirty 

words. The same sword said Jesus that came out from his mouth to kill others, is deviated and 

brought back to himself as he is today found in the same condition of being an Heretic and an 

Impersonator of the Bride‟s ministry. 

Why the spirit of the scribes, full of “Pride” has carried and is still carrying rascally the BETHEL 

Pastor out of his duty as a shepherd, to what is contrary, and led him to fall into such a 

Heresy? 

            Because such an anointing, he has been longing to get someone somewhere into 

whom it should dwell and get an opportunity to minister, to exhibit the pride of the scribes 

spirit through: “abuses, curses, blackmailing, blaspheming, condemnation, hatred, 

vengeance, bewitching to death, etc… against those with whom formerly he walked and 

worked hand to hand, near and afar off in the world. But without having any message, see 

how pride led Dalton Bruce to bring forth such a foolish and Heretical statement, in (Book 

11, page 40): 

                     «You 99% of the preachers in the world are demon-possessed by the fallen angels 

since the opening of the seals.» 

 In other words, D. Bruce, by saying that 99% of the ministers or preachers in the world are 

demons possessed, wants us to understand that, the remaining 1% of true and Holy Ghost 

possessed preachers in the world can only be and are only him, his God-called men (so 

called), and all those that are subjected under Bethel House teachings, who have accepted to 

sit under what he calls “the purity of his words “alias” His damnable Heresies and false 

interpretations of the word of God. 

              Thus, we can find that, this flat and bombing Heresy above from this last Heretic and 

impersonator of Trinidad, is given as a weapon of seduction, of attraction of the very elect to 

submit under him and his (EODH) Head-quarter. 

              See, Dalton Bruce gives us the impression to believe that, he is raised up at this end, as 
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“a true prophet” prophesied to be a weapon of war, to war the false anointed ones, to expose 

the false doctrines of they that he calls: “these soul devouring monsters of Satan…” (See Book 9, 

page 376, Par. 8, pg. 377, par. 1, 2, 3). 

            But we know that there is no bible provision nor message prophecy announcing the 

coming of such a prophet at this last end, whose mission through abuses, curses etc… is to 

expose the people he calls: “these intellectual Goliath, Balaamites, Cain seed, cursed 

children and modern Judases” (Par. 3). 

             If there is one on that, it can only be the self-proclaimed prophet D. Bruce who raised 

himself nowadays to do so. But to present W. Branham to be the one, we say no! 

 W. Branham never said: “God sent me as his weapon of war in the Laodicean age to war 

“the soul devouring monsters of Satan”. 

               But W. Branham, having a sound message stood against “denominationalism or 

denominational systems and not against “an individual or a named person”. But he said: “I 

will stand judgment only with the people that I have preached to …I have lived with …” 

 See! W. Branham knew that another generation shall come, that “another age: the Bride‟s age” 

shall come – then he said: 

     “When that other generation shall come, God will add another portion of his book, of his 

word (that is a 2
nd

 portion of the message) to that other generation” (the invisible union of the 

Bride). 

              How then this Trinidad Pastor, talking of “our age or these last days, can still mix them 

with the Laodicean days, forgetting that he had already declared that: “we are in the capstone 

age; the 7 thunders age, the Bride age” and that “the ministry of W. Branham was 

finished”? 

            Knowing all this, should we accept that, it is W. Branham in these last days, who is now 

God‟s weapon of war through curses, abuses, killing the Achans and exposing “the modern 

Judases etc…”? No sir! But, it is an impersonator, the new self-proclaimed Prophet, even 

Dalton Bruce of Trinidad, the claimer of self righteousness, who has never deviated from one 

word in the Bible nor the message of W. Branham.  

     No wonder Brethren that, the influence and the new anointing of this breaker of “The word to the 

CHURCH by W.B., are today present behind many deformed pulpits and seduced ministers 

who, promoting this last heretic, sing and clap for his “shameful heroism” which has kept him 
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fighting against the flesh and blood of those who can be found standing on his trail of self-

proclamation as: 

The white Horse Rider, the Prophet of the New ministry of W. Branham/the Son of man 

(revealing the 7
th
 seal/7thunders message, the Prophet Joshua who is the “end-time leader and the 

killer of the Achans in the land; the 8
th

 messenger Prophet who must now preach after W. 

Branham (the 7
th
 messenger) has gone; the Anointed Prophet prophesied to forerun the two Jews 

prophets of Rev. 11 , the Angel messenger of Rev. 10:1, holding the 7 thunders, the Coming 

Christ who is born according to (Isaiah 40:4 2
nd

-fold) fulfilled as a geographical land 

(TRINIDAD), is now handling the message; and at last “the promoter” and “projector” of the 

“Pride anointing of the scribes of the message of W. Branham (Moses), that is today leading or 

using him and others to abuse, curse, condemn without any given message, or to kill, damn 

and seal into death, souls that, he (D.B) has never taught, nor preached to, nor taken care as 

the Bethel shepherd? But he has instead promoted, supported and vehiculated: hatred, 

divisions, confusion and encouraged war for the sake of “His shameful Heroism”. 

      Brethren, if God never gave to us nowadays, “the Breakthrough” of the Bride‟s ministry 

and “the second Portion of the Message” from the “Capstone” to take the Bride to her “HIGH 

Calling”, we would have been without any “Hope”, in considering the damages that have been 

done by the promoters of “ISMS”, who have perverted the first portion of the message preached 

by W. Branham. 

       Now, while ministering under the scribes anointing, of his “New ministry of abuses, 

curses and condemnation etc”, he named and pointed them out to the public in his (EODH) 

books as being: 

       “The Satanists, the Anti-Christ, the demon possessed, mad devils, foolish virgins, 

the Achans, black mamba snake, liars, Heretics, false anointed ones, false prophets, 

Balaamites, Korah, Dathan, Abiram, gentile dog, judases, devil agents, Satan agency, 

angels of darkness, Goliath, race of vipers, serpent seeds, fallen angels, sons of perdition, 

Idiots, … shameless and proud impostors,  jelly fish, most diabolic impersonator, invading 

Hitler, creeping reptile, proud ganja, headed idiot, shameless hypocrites, an incarnated 

devil from Hell, souls devoured monsters, Cain seeds,  big mouths, etc…” 

These are just few among many evil speaking, ridiculous words of abuses, curses and 

condemnation, used by Dalton Bruce in the mood of his present new ministry as the 
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incarnator of the theologians spirit of the scribes of the time of JESUS CHRIST, who were 

full of the law of Moses and who, following JESUS everyday, were looking for faults, 

fabricating Heresies to accuse him and his disciples. But, God‟s righteousness prevailed over 

them, just like it‟s going to prevail today over our “modern scribes” of Bethel House in 

Trinidad, “who sitted upon the chair of “our Moses” and claimed the existence of “their new 

message which is the quoting of W. Branham quotes”. 

         Remember brethren that, all those who have followed or accepted to belong to this “last 

Room of the Prison of Hell bar” at Bethel House Trinidad, are all fully anointed with the 

same “Pride spirit” of the scribes of Dalton Bruce. See!  

        Wherever you go and you find a minister who reads continually the (EODH) books 

on his pulpit, what do you notice? We notice that: while repeating zealously the words of 

abuses, curses and damnation to others, that African, Asian or Philippian minister who 

was formerly a quiet and humble man, is now become, because of “Pride”, a quarreler, full 

of a wratchful anointing of his master: D. Bruce “the new son of man” on the scene, without a 

given or a recommended message from God.  

       We must consider as “an heresy”: the justification given by D. Bruce of his ministry of 

abuses, curses etc… who, quoting the Bible, took the examples of Jesus, Paul, Peter, Jude, W. 

Branham, who seemingly abused the people of their ages. (see book 8, page 97-99). 

         In (EODH) Book 8, from page 77, our curser, exposed 12 objections refuting the 

reproach sent to him by Pastor BWALYA MANSA of Zambia who could no more digest D. 

Bruce rascal behavior towards others. And, having rejected the leadership of our self-proclaimed 

prophet Joshua, Pastor B. MANSA saw his name removed from the mailing list of the (EODH) 

Headquarter, and received instead from Brutal Bruce, a flat abuse. He was called: “a Jelly fish” 

from whom it was commanded to return the books that were sent to him.  

Quote: «I hate to waste money on a jelly fish and compromiser of the word and message of 

the hour” (which message of the hour is the promoter of heresies, false teachings rejected by 

Rev. BWALYA, talking about?)  But, he is not talking about W. Branham‟s message pamphlets 

that has Pastor BWALYA. And, about W. Branham, remember, D. Bruce had already said: “His 

ministry was finished.” 

     Why would a man, even when he is seeking to recommend himself, will not firstly find 

out to know the manner or the pattern that God always follows to justify and vindicate his sent 
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ones? 

 Now, if our proud shepherd and self proclaimed prophet searched first that God‟s 

pattern, he would not have appeared like an impersonator on the trail of the Bride‟s ministry, 

heresying the brethren. But he would have found that: 

All true sent ones from God: JESUS, Peter, Paul, Branham (people he quoted) etc… who 

abused or cursed the people of their generation, had firstly received a message from 

God, were recommended by him to carry out and preach that message. Nobody went 

out by himself. 

 But we find that, this last impersonator has no message in “this Bride‟s age or Capstone 

age”, to preach before damning with abuses, curses or condemnations those who might have 

rejected it. 

See, for example: Jesus had a message vindicated, he preached it, then said after committing 

it to others: 

   «He that believeth and is baptized shall be saved; but he that believeth not shall be 

damned. » (Matt. 16:16). 

    And again, JESUS, preached in Capernaum (Matt. 4:17), a message confirmed with great 

works. But having found that the people rejected his message, then he latter cursed and damned 

them with a word of a total destruction. (Mark. 11:23). 

    Likewise Peter and Paul: they had a message vindicated, they preached it to the people 

and later declared a curse or a damnation to whosoever will preach the contrary (Gal. 1:8-9). See 

the same Paul, exposing his message got by revelation before the Proconsul; as soon as he faced 

an opposition from Elymas (the magician), and found by the 2
nd

-Pull that this man was “a 

child of the devil”, he then cursed him with blindness. (Acts 13:10-11) 

     Then consider W. Branham, he had a vindicated message, he preached it and warned: 

whosoever will add or subtract… or someone who will make an “ism” around it, and damned 

them to “spiritual death” as they will try to organize it and take it to denominationalism.  

“How much it‟s necessary to say only what …the messenger said…” (CA…) 

    We can see that, all these men, having each one a given message, was sent to preach it; 

and whosoever opposed or rejected it, suffered the penalty of their curses. For God vindicated 

them with “the Pulls”. Amen! 

     Notice brethren, why did Jesus abuse the Pharisees: Hypocrites, or called them: ye 
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serpents,…  race of vipers, or told those Jews of (John 8:44): 

«Ye are of your father the devil, and the lust of your father ye will do. He was a murderer 

from the beginning…»? 

JESUS, having the second Pull knew that those Jews were begotten from the Devil and the 

lust of their father; “killing” was into them. So he knew that they could not receive his word 

(Jn8: 43). His word was not in them because they were of the devil‟s seed. How did he know 

that? By “the second Pull”: the discernment, the knowledge of their inner man, of what was 

sown in them from the beginning. There, can be justified his abuses, curses or condemnation of 

the people. 

He knew that there was not an elected seed in Capernaum and casted the whole city into Hell, 

in the grave. See, with the 2
nd

 Pull manifestation into Peter, he condemned to death Ananias and 

Saphira. He knew that they were of the serpent seed, and that they came to pervert the holy and 

smooth ways of the Holy Ghost in the midst of the early Bride church. This man (Peter) having 

“the Pass word” and “the Keyword” cursed them into death. Yes sir! 

Watch Apostle Paul, a prophet who got his message through the revelation of JESUS 

CHRIST himself (Gal. 1:11-12). Endowed with “the 2
nd

 Pull”, he knew who the High priest 

ANANIAS was before abusing him saying: “…thou whited wall…” (Acts 23:3); 

      Consider, now W. Branham, born a prophet, when he abused all those men in general 

“idiots” it was just in the same manner like did “Jude” without pointing or naming or pasting 

and individual. This, any ministers can say so. That has no problem, for “Idiot” means: 

“Ignorant”. But when the 2
nd

 Pull led W. Branham to detect on the plate form that the 

CHURCH of Christ Pastor, who was the devil‟s son, appeared on the scene to ridicule and 

blaspheme God and to pervert his ways, W. Branham cursed him unto death with TB and Cancer 

that were written on his prayer card. This, we all know. That is it sir!  etc… 

      See, as W. Branham discerned and called all these denominational systems Catholic, 

Protestant, Methodist, Baptist, and Pentecostal): Harlots and false anointed systems, he knew that 

they could not and cannot repent to come back to the true word of God. “That is thus said the 

Lord” in his word. Prophet W. Branham knew, like Jesus, Paul and Peter, that by calling 

someone “a serpent seed, an incarnated devil himself etc…, so, that person is, by the 

discernment from the 2
nd

 Pull. 

      Notice, JESUS called Judas “devil” by the 2
nd

 Pull, (Jn 6:70). W. Branham knew who 
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was Elvis Presley. And JESUS, knowing that without this “second Pull” nobody can know 

what is in another, taught us saying: “…and whosoever shall say to his  brother, Raca, shall be 

in danger of the council; but whosoever shall say ,thou fool, shall be in danger of hell 

fire”(Matt.5:22). 

Then latter he added: “Judge not… condemn not…” 

That is, you, man who knows not another man spirit nor heart, have no right to declare 

him to be: a serpent seed, a devil, a son of perdition, a Satanist etc…, see, because, the 

person, while being still alive, can repent from any mistake, can be brought back from the 

wrong ways, can be delivered from any false or devilish anointing, and be restored to the 

true knowledge of the true word, ways or will of God. 

 Therefore, we are against this Heresy from Dalton Bruce, impersonating the 

position of the men sent from God with a message, vindicated with the 2
nd

 Pull ministry which 

alone could enable them to abuse, curse or damn somebody or a city in a destructive stage. 

 Recently, the defectors who are the most compilers of D. Bruce books, exalted and 

praised themselves after they have ridiculed, damned, cursed their former pastor without any 

respect as they were proudly encouraged to do so by the Bethel House leader. 

 In EODH, Book 8, as both (D. Bruce and Defectors) deviated from the message of the 

Prophet titled: “Respect” mostly “Respect to ministers”, they could not simply recommend him 

to God as did for example “Michael” who, while contending with the devil about the body of 

Moses, did not bring against him a railing accusation, but said: “the Lord rebuke thee” (Jude 9). 

 But, instead of Dalton B. feeling the shame of his proud attitude, he exalted and praised 

his anointing from the fallen angels that promotes his ministry of Abuses, curses and 

condemnation, transforming it to be the anointing that must rise into all those who read his books 

as he exposes false doctrines and the antichrist in (Book 11, pg. 171, par. 2). 

 Brethren, I repeat again that, JESUS CHRIST had a given message which, he preached 

and was recognized by his predestinated sheep in whom dwelt his voice. He was interested to do 

the will of the father: making known his name to the elected ones, than pursuing an heretic or a 

bunch of impersonators in Israel who hadn‟t the message of that hour. Even in his camp, 

although he knew that Judas was a demon, he never labored to paste or blackmail him 

continually before the others like if his presence was a hinderance to him not to accomplish 

his mission. Instead, his presence was necessary. The presence of the great Sanhedrin was 
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necessary too. He never attacked an individual (a Pharisee or a Sadducee by name) but knowing 

them, he said: “They were a bunch of Hypocrites”. Then he warned his disciples to take hid of 

the yeast (false doctrines that he exposed) of the Pharisees” (Matt. 7). 

 Jesus knew that, Judas, the great Sanhedrin, etc… were both predestinated to do what 

they did. Likewise, Peter, Paul, Jude, John, could call the bunch of impersonators of their days: 

false prophets, false doctors, wicked wolves, men of sin, antichrist, idiots, spirit to be destroyed; 

they could type them to be: Balaam, Cain, Jannes and Jambres, Korah, Dathan, Abiran, even 

Judas; they could expose their wrong doctrines and Heresies, then warned the brethren about 

them. 

 But they had no private business to achieve in pasting their photos or calling their 

names with cursed words, along their life ministry, which in contrary, was full of God‟s 

revelations that they were recommended to make known to the elected of their days. Until 

Paul could say: “Bad lock for me if I do not Preach the Gospel…” 

 These words from Paul were yielded from the pressure of the Holy Ghost that anointed 

him to make known the unsearchable mystery and manifolds wisdom of God. 

 Consider Brethren, the Laodicean prophet sent from God, carrying  a message to the 

elected of his age; W. Branham knew that he was to contend with a bunch of denominational 

churches which he could abuse: idiots, nasty, prostitutes, anti-Christ, serpent seeds, Jezebel, 

false anointed ones, impersonators etc.. But he had nothing to do personally with any 

minister‟s name, nor the private life of an impersonator or the pasting of his photo.       

  Notice that, his ways, even when some ministers like Junior Jackson left him with some 

members, W. Branham never cursed them, he knew that Junior was wrong, but he exhorted 

the brethren never to talk any evil about him, neither to abuse nor to curse him at all. 

 In “a word to the CHURCH”, he said: «…somebody must do that …» 

Yes, somebody must be predestinated, must be anointed to perverse the ways of God. 

 Then he said: “if you can‟t respect the man, respect the anointing…” 

Even if the man is falsely anointed to go contrary to the will of God like went king 

SAUL  before God, that could not have given to David a reason to deal wickedly and 

rascally towards him. Yes! Although Lucifer became “Devil”, he abides “an anointed 

cherub” (Ezek. 28:14); that is why the Archangel Michael could not damn or curse him, for the 

time was not yet for that. 
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 W. Branham could not have called any minister‟s name nor pasted his photo to 

blackmail, ridicule and curse him. But he promised and postponed the condemnation on 

the day he will stand the judgment with them (Heretics, impersonators) of his age. 

 Meanwhile, he named “Elvis Presley, Patt bone, Ricky or Riketta, those men whom he 

knew through the 2
nd

 Pull, to be the demons possessed, who introduced worldly, dirty songs 

into Pentecostal churches through rock and roll, Jazz etc…”, worldly men who were raised by 

the devil to pervert and pollute the American society and cities, like the Beatles of the Great 

Britain. 

 Brethren, if Dalton Bruce was humble in his heart, he would have seen the manner and 

found the pattern God always followed to use those Sent- Ones of God who were equipped with 

the first, second and the third pull‟s manifestations to support each one‟s ministry in his 

days. 

 See, without having this “second pull”, the pastor of Bethel, would have simply 

continued, to expose all false doctrines and to abuse all those heretics or impersonators, just like 

did Jude in his book, without calling an individual name nor pasting his photo inside his 

(EODH) books. Surely, he wanted to be seen, to be more known and may be to be 

considered as being more spiritual than the Holy Ghost that inspired and led those sent-

ones to behave so gently in their days. 

 But having considered that, by exposing them like Bro. Jude, that could not have made 

him the international pope of the scribes of W. Branham‟s message.         

    D.Bruce surrendered himself to the defectors and (EODH) God called men (so Heresied 

already with the Anointing of the fallen angels), to pull out secretly in his books, his secret 

ambitions: The recuperation and ownership of the same claims that he pretended to fight 

into others. This is a terrible and sad situation. 

       Who have now heresied the Bride‟s members? Were they the ministers who ignorantly 

exposed their personal claims and doctrines to be known or the Bethel man who has come on 

the scene, exposing them and their Heresies while heresying hiddenly and more cunningly 

the same Bride‟s members now? Is it the person you detected by reading and discovering 

quickly his false doctrines or the one who hid himself and pretended to be in your camp of 

deception? 

Thus, because, Dalton Bruce‟s manner or method do not respect nor follow God‟s pattern of 
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acting with men sent by him, we therefore, declare “powerless in Jesus Christ name” all the 

evil words of curses, damnation and condemnation that he keeps pouring out of his mouth 

upon all these men (ministers) who sought to serve God under Mal. 4:5-6‟s ministry, but 

were mishandled by the devil (a liar, a seducer and a perverter of God‟s ways). 

 If therefore, these ministers around the world can sincerely humble themselves, God 

can still bring them to repentance. 

Remember that D. Bruce is exposed in this book, according to all those Heretical articles 

based upon his personal hidden claims detected in his (EODH) books. 

Then someone may ask: what about D. Bruce and his (EODH) team? 

See, brethren, the devil choose “Pride” and God choose “Humbleness”. 

If the pastor of Bethel House and Co. can humble themselves and ask for intercession 

and prayers for deliverance, we shall carry out that divine service, and the LORD shall 

provide not only his deliverance to him and the (EODH) ministers, but, he will also, by his 

mercy, help them to find out and understand, his program planned before to give “a break 

through” to his body BRIDE, to carry on her unfailing revival worldwide for the sake of the 

elected ones. 

But if their “Pride” prevails, then, they shall surely miss the true ministry of the Bride, and 

shall continue to pursue its impersonation that they are carrying on now in Trinidad. Remember, 

brethren, everything is done or is going to be done only by “predestination”. 

Dalton Bruce, in the position of a good shepherd, would have had the love of the lost 

sheep, the love of the 99% possessed ministers of God in the world by demons. But, having 

noticed that demons have taken hold the flock of preachers (99%) of Mal. 4:5-6,), D. Bruce, not 

like the little David who contended with the bear and the lion, to save the sheep, has finally 

sacrified his own fellow ministers around the world to demons. Yes, our self ambitious pastor 

and his (EODH) team of God called men (so-called) dedicated (99%) of the preachers to 

demons, to the serpents and scorpions, while the authority was given to him and Co. to 

tread over them (Luke 10: 19), to save their own. But these bewitchers and proud men of 

Bethel on the trail of their fabricated self righteousness and Holiness came instead back happily, 

to the assembly, to proclaim and publish the possession by demons of all the ministers of Mal. 

4:5-6 (99%), and jubilated presumptuously with the 1% ministers self-proclaimed Holy Ghost 

possessed. Under Bethel House alias “the last Room of the prison of Hell bars”. This business is 
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in truth, a work done by  spiritual mercenaries in the midst of God‟s flock in the world. And W. 

Branham hated this type of Busy bodies men. But, however, we (the 99%) having finally 

found that our 1% ministers of Bethel have broken “A WORD to the CHURCH” by W. 

Branham, have fallen victims of “the Pride Spirit” of the scribes and of the anointing of the 

fallen angels that inspired to them, the claims that are being exposed here, and which are 

found in D. Bruce and Co. EODH‟s books, we have resolved to rescue our 1% portion. Yes, 

we are straightening our heart, our hands, and using our voices, through this book and other 

means like “Internet” to call back to full reasoning our boasting ministers of Bethel House. 

We‟re forgiving the exhibition of their bitter zeal without love and knowledge towards 

other ministers in the world, and pray that the LORD humble them, restore them to the 

vision of our Moses (WB), to see the true channel leading to the true Bride‟s ministry.        

 

N. THE END OF THE CONTROVERSY ON THE LITTLE TENT‟S 

VISION SEEN  BY PROPHET W. BRANHAM 

 

Let‟s get this testimony: 

 In July 2005, I saw the Lord standing before this little tent while he was 

committing to me the “password” for the Bride‟s ministry on which he added the “Keyword” 

on the 26
th

 November 2005. These, we will talk about in the next book titled: “W. BRANHAM  

VISITATION TO A MINISTER IN AFRICA”. 

 As I was in prayer into the retreat place that he shown to me on “Cameroon mountain 

where I go once per month, I look at this little tent: it was a little woody house made of planks 

and a small roof (measuring almost 3,50 meters width). But I believe that, when it will be 

presented next time, it shall then be for its construction. 

 That is “the little tent house” that shall be inside “the big Tent” that will contain 

about a hundred thousand people; and through which some one sick will get in by a way, and 

go out by another way, being healed. In that vision, the Lord told W. BRANHAM: 

“I‟ll meet you in there and this time it won‟t be a public show…”. 

 We already know that, like the formers, The last impersonator of the Bride‟s Ministry on 

the scene today, Dalton B., has already promised to his followers, the soon construction of the 

tent in Trinidad, saying In (EODH) book 8, pg. 63): 
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 «Vision don‟t fail. The name will be in operation in power about the time the tent 

vision is fulfilled. The tent is not yet up. It will be up soon.» 

 Yes! The Bethel self proclaimed Prophet said: “It will be up soon”. He will soon build 

the big tent and its little tent-House inside. For, whosoever builds the big tent, must build the 

little wooden house inside. Some brethren, believing in that literal little tent-House, believe also 

that, God shall come and dwell in the literal little tent to perform those miracles because he told 

W. Branham that: “I will meet you in there”, just as he told Moses once: “and there I will meet  

with thee, and I will commune from above the mercy seat, from between the two cherubims 

which are upon the ark…” (Exod. 25:22). 

 Brethren, I speak to you as someone who is commanded to go up to the mountain. I 

want you to understand God‟s ways and mind into “this controversy” set among the claimers of 

the Bride‟s Ministry and concerning “The Little Tent vision”. 

 Do you remember when God wanted to reflect himself temporally in the midst of Israel; 

He called Moses and showed him the vision of the tent that was shadowing his indwelling Place.  

And it was recommended to him: 

 “And thou shall rear up the tabernacle according to the fashion thereof which was 

showed thee in the mount”. (Exodus 26:30). 

 Then Apostle Paul explained that, CHRIST-JESUS had also something to offer as a 

sacrificator or a Priest; but he could not offer anything in the manner the earthly Priests offered 

gifts, for said Paul: 

“They served unto the example and shadow of the heavenly things, as Moses was 

admonished of God when he was about to make the tabernacle. For he said, see that thou make 

all things according to the pattern showed to thee in the mount”. (Heb. 8:5) 

 Now we noticed that, an order, a commission was given to Moses. A duty to construct 

the tabernacle or the tent was given to a Prophet who was assigned to put it up in the exact 

pattern ( the form, the dimensions, the partitions etc…) of the “ONE” shown to him in the 

vision, on the mountain. 

 I want everybody to understand that to Moses on the mountain, was shown a clear vision 

of a tent or tabernacle to be built. That is, the tent that was presented to him in that vision, 

was a shadow of the true tent. 

 Understand that, God presented to him a tent that was a shadow of a reality in that vision. 
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See! It is not the construction of the tent or tabernacle materially on the earth that was a shadow 

or a representation. No, but it is what was shown to Moses that constituted a shadow, that is 

what was a representation. Moses built as tabernacle or tent on earth, the shadow that was 

shown to him in the vision on the mount. Amen! 

 See! Brethren, God hid from him under that dispensation, the fullness of the true and real 

tent, and presented to him only its shadow, its representation, which he ordered him to build, in 

respecting thus, the Pattern (i.e., dimensions or measurements, of the outer and inner forms 

etc….) given and imposed by God. Hallelujah! 

So, what was shown to Moses on the mount brethren? “ A tent or tabernacle which was 

the shadow or representation of a hidden true tent or tabernacle”. Then he physically and 

materially built that tent- shadow shown. 

And what got into it after? Another representation, another shadow: “the Ark”, in the 

holiest place was shadowing God in their midst; it was the representation of God, in their midst. 

It was upon the mercy seat on the Ark, between the two cherubims, that He told Moses: “ I will 

meet with Thee there…” 

See, Moses left the scene or was taken away, and that promise remained alive, waiting for 

its fulfillment. Meanwhile, the duty and the services rendered by the Great sacrificators, even 

Aaron and his sons, were both, the shadows of the true duty and services; just as the 

“Levitical Priesthood” stood as the shadow of the “Royal Priesthood” also called: “the 

Heavenly Priesthood”. 

And it was in the “age of the kings”, even in the days of King Solomon that, God having 

chosen him, ordered Solomon to build “an established tent”. Thus in the same manner, the 

movable tent or tabernacle, became an unmovable building called: “The Temple of Jerusalem”, 

in which could have entered or kept, in the Holiest place: the same Ark, shadowing the same 

God. But none wasn‟t yet “the Reality “. 

It came to pass that, before the dispensation of the fullness of time was to come, God 

announced through Malachi the Prophet, the soon coming and appearance on the scene of the 

true tent and tabernacle or temple in which was to get in the true God, saying: 

“Behold, I will send my messenger, and he shall prepare the way before me: and the 

Lord whom ye seek shall suddenly come to his temple, even the messenger of the covenant, whom 

ye delight in: behold he shall come, saith the Lord of Hosts”(Mala 3:1). 
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As soon as “the dispensation of the fullness of time-1st fold” came (Gal.4:4), the true 

tent, the reality came forth, the true tabernacle appeared. What was it? 

The Temple of God, what was presented to the creation? The anointed man, the 

Body Bride called “The CHRIST”, The Son ( the reality- the true Tabernacle) of God, the 

Anointed Mechanic Body in which dwelt the Father- the creative Power, the dynamic, whose 

works were proven out (John 14:10): 

 “….. but the father that dwelleth in me, he doeth the works”.  

OH! Yes, the true tent that was hidden from Moses who saw and built its shadow, 

was in truth: JESUS-CHRIST, “the Ark” into which dwelt the fullness of God head bodily, 

and into which “Father the creative Power”, met Moses again, fulfilling thus (Exod. 25:22) 

 See, as he went up to the transfiguration mountain, and appeared in the manner he was 

described in (Matt 17:2) between these two angel messengers : Moses and Elijah, there spoke 

with the Father, the very one who promised to commune with Moses on the Ark, above the 

mercy seat saying: «… This is my beloved son (the little tent and ARK) in whom I am well 

pleases; hear ye him.» (Matt. 17:5). 

Then later, he said to the Jew in the JERUSALEM temple: “destroy this temple in three 

days, I will raise it up.” (Jn 2:19). 

      After the record says in (verse 21) “But he spake of the temple of his body.  

  Brethren, it was from this tent-body even the little tent and Ark in which dwelt “the 

Dynamic, the Father, the Creative Power”, that came forth into manifestation “the 3
rd

 pull 

works” proven, and vindicated upon those who were coming to him for healing etc… 

Yes sir, it was from that little tent, the little Bride, in human flesh that day, with the 

dynamic power within, that the works of the Father could be proven out. Being fashioned in this 

manner, this little tent-bride body could afterward get into any physical literal-tent-house or 

literal wooden tent, so that could be performed any supernatural works before the people. For 

the literal physical wooden little tent built, is not an indwelling and living place for the Father: 

the Dynamic-Power. 

 Let whosoever has a “big heart” understand that: 

Like to Moses, God shown to W. BRANHAM in 1955, the little wooden house being 

inside a big tent and said to him, “I will meet with you in there,” where? “In the little tent”. 

And everyone knows that, W. BRANHAM, as a human will not be found standing in there, but 
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surely, “his anointing”. The anointing of his ministry into the little Bride body-tent (human 

body) shall be present into the literal physical wooden little-tent that day in which it shall be 

constructed inside a big tent, a big cathedral. 

 Thus, the big tent shall only be a big gathering place or site; while the literal, 

physical, wooden little-tent (a shadow shown, to be built) in which shall get in the true little 

tent-bride body (the reality), shall abide as “the demonstrating chosen site or place” of the 

dynamic-Father proving the 3
rd

 pull works (through the little bride-tent) to those that will get into  

the wooden little tent and fulfilling thus, W. Branham vision of 1955. Hallelujah. 

We should now understand that, the construction of the literal, physical, little tent (a 

shadow) by the impersonator and self proclaimed builder (Dalton Bruce), without the 

presence into it of the true little tent: the anointed little body bride is a flat Heresy from the 

(EODH) Head quarter‟s theology. 

 Why, Brethren? 

Because, the dispensation of the shadows has passed away. So God can‟t not dwell in 

a literal, physical, wooden little tent, as his end-time living and indwelling place, to manifest 

His 3
rd

 pull works, as believe D. Bruce and his followers. 

         Did Apostle Paul not reveal to us that: 

“God that made the world and all things there in, seeing that he is Lord of heaven and 

earth, dwelleth not in temples made with hands”  (Acts 17 : 24) 

Now that God cannot dwell in a literal little tent made by the impersonated hands of 

Dalton Bruce and CO., please Paul, where does he dwell then? He dwells in his own little tent 

body Bride, even his own house made by himself, erected by his Hands for himself and 

which house we ( the little body-Bride ) are. (Heb. 3:6). 

Yes, in that literal wooden little tent, God shall get a body, someone into whom must 

dwell the anointing of W. Branham. And thus shall be fulfill God‟s Promise to him: “ I „ll meet 

you in there…” 

 

WHY DALTON BRUCE CANNOT BUILD NEITHER THE LITTLE 

TENT NOR THE BIG – CATHEDRAL 

 In 1955, Prophet W. Branham was shown a tent vision, exactly like he did show 

to Moses on the mount. W. Branham was not given an order or a recommendation from God to 
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build that “shadow”, like it was recommended to Moses. Then Prophet Moses built that shadow 

of “the reality” in respect of the pattern (form in and out, dimensions, etc….). 

 Thus, we believe that, God who does not change his ways or manners of 

channeling and fulfilling his purpose, will use, not a pastor‟s ministry to build the tent seen by 

W. Branham, but a prophet‟s ministry that must see it, and discern the pattern. Amen! 

 Brethren, remember that the pastor of Bethel House--D. Bruce had already 

informed his followers, while he was still introducing himself to them, saying: «And I told you 

time and time again that God has not revealed to me that I am a prophet. I am no Christ, I 

am no prophet.» (EODH book 3, pg 6, par. 3) 

 Then later, when he came to be anointed by the fallen angels anointing and was 

impersonating prophet Joshua, chasing and ordering the killing of the Achans in the land, he 

added, confusing and confounding himself heretically in (EODH) book 11, page 30, Par.1, 2, 3: 

    «Stone them (Achans) with the revelation that I am preaching…I am not 

Revelation 10:1, I am not a prophet. (although he claimed both)…it was a sad thing but 

Joshua had to destroy Achan. The Joshua ministry is going on now. He appeared at the 

opening of the seals. There is a mighty Angel (Rev. 10:1) upon the face of the earth today » 

        ( D. B. is the Joshua and the mighty Angel – later he says: he is Here-at Bethel , 

while pointing himself ). 

    Now, God who does not change his mind about his word, will only reveal the pattern 

of the “big tent” and the “little tent” (shadow) within it, to a Prophet, predestinated for that 

purpose today and not to a pastor. I say: not to pastor Bruce of Bethel-House in Trinidad, 

who had told you: “I am not a prophet”. 

      Remember, Amos 3:7: 

         “Surely The Lord God will do nothing, but he revealeth his secret unto his 

servant, the prophet.” 

 Today, having been detected, and exposed to be “the last heretic and impersonator 

on the trail of the Bride‟s ministry, our self proclaimed prophet Dalton Bruce has promised to his 

followers and associate pastors in America, Europe, Asia, Africa and Australia that: «The tent is 

not yet up, it will be up soon (in Trinidad). » book 8, pg 63. 

     This project of God brethren, can‟t be committed to a proud Pastor. Therefore, 

his claims and promise made to build the big Tent (the Cathedral) and its literal little wooden 
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Tent within it, with his (EODH)‟s men, are damnable heresies. It doesn‟t follow God‟s pattern of 

revealing his secret. But these heresies unveil a private ambition and motive of someone who, 

by attracting the attention of the Bride‟s members to him, wants to deviate them from their 

“celestial vocation”. I repeat saying that: this last Heretic wants to hinder the elected bride 

from “her rapture”. What is that? It‟s wickedness yielded from the anointing of the fallen 

angels from the River Euphrates. 

 

O. CONCLUSION 

 

The final conclusion of this book, was already made by the (EODH) Headquarter: the 

God anointed men (so- called) and their leader. Dalton Bruce. Based upon the Lord‟s statement 

in (Matt. 12:37): 

“For by thy words thou shall be justified, and by thy words thou shall be condemned.” 

 

        We find that, the same evil words that were used by Dalton Bruce to damn, ruin and kick 

out from “the trail of the Bride‟s Ministry” all the exposed white and black horse riders in 

his EODH‟s books, must today come back to him: the last white and black horse rider; to 

damn and ruin him, so that, should be vanished from the same trail of the Bride‟s ministry, the 

proud spirit of the scribes and the anointing of the fallen Angels incarnated by his New 

ministry at Bethel House in Trinidad. 

 Being thus exposed by his personal claims, and now known as the last heretic 

and impersonator on the trail of the Bride„s Ministry , Dalton Bruce can therefore seal the 

conclusion of this book that exposes him, by his personal declarations, saying: 

Conclusion 1:   

“… All heretics are idiots” (EODH) Book 8, pg 82, para 7 . 

Conclusion 2: 

“ All these eight messengers (the claimers) around the world, all those preachers who 

preach that all is over, . . . all these people who pervert (or deviate) Bro. Branham‟s 

message, in what ever form, and have their own opinion and own idea, they are under the 

influence of fallen angels.” (EODH, Book11 pg 37, p4,) . 

Conclusion 3: 
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  “ All that is on the field today in the form of “son of man, Christ, Prophets, eight 

messengers (claimers), Apostles and Evangelists, who claim the new ministry, and fail to bear 

these identifications, marks, are impostors and are fulfilling Matt. 24:24.” (EODH, book 11, 

Pg 107, par.4). 

Conclusion 4: 

“ Should you sit under an impersonator? That is why you separate from many preachers 

friends because they are impersonators. Anyone who sits under impersonators will finally lose 

out when that outpouring comes because they cannot prepare you… No! They cannot get 

you sealed of God. They cannot prepare you for the rapture. You need to come out of that.” 

(Book11, pg25, par3). 

NB: Elected Bride members, come out of that which is set up in Bethel. As Dalton Bruce 

formerly separated from the first impersonators, you too can now separate from him: the last 

impersonator. 

Conclusion 5: 

“Now, anytime you go and pick out an office (Like a Prophet office) in an hour (an 

opportunity) like this and make yourself something (like Pastor Bruce becoming) a Prophet 

White eagle (white horse rider), the eighth day messenger, you are anointed by the spirit of 

the devil”. (Book 3 Pg. 7, Par. 2). 

Conclusion 6: 

         When Dalton Bruce and Co. were still holding the message and standing with the 

Laodicean Messenger, they said: 

“And that is what we are saying here today from the voice of Bethel: 

“If any man tries to change the message of Williams Branham let him be accursed! 

As we said before so say we now again! Though we or an angel come from heaven and try 

to change the message of William Braham let him be accursed!” (EODH, Book 10, page 9, 

para1). 

           But, as soon as Dalton Bruce, the impersonator of William Branham New 

Ministry and Prophet Joshua failed under the anointing of the fallen Angels, he then declared, 

justifying the reason of “his personal deviations and changes of Prophet W. Branham  

message”, that: 

       “The great Prophet Bro. Branham, did he make mistakes?... He was called, he 
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was a prophet, but he lacked knowledge because the seals were not opened. And he failed 

the lord; he made one or two mistakes.” (EODH, book 10, page 27,par.4)  

For whatsoever reason and in whatsoever condition or justification, nobody under Mal. 

4:5-6 Prophet has a right to use such a rundown statement: W. Branham lacked knowledge or he 

failed the Lord. Shame unto you, Dalton Bruce, of having done that.  

 

In considering the demonic and heretical declaration above, we noticed that Dalton Bruce 

makes God who always fills his sent Prophet with the gift of knowledge, a liar; and makes W. 

Branham a fake prophet or a Prophet of doom. With such a wicked statement: “W. Branham 

lacked knowledge” this proud pastor in prophet clothing has finally unveiled his false and 

hidden nature, which points him out as “the killer both of the messenger and the message” 

into all those who in Africa, America, Europe, Asia have believed the Message of Mal. 4:5 - 6, 

2nd fold; to establish his perverted anointing full of deviations curses from the fallen angels, into 

his followers. who among the ministers under Mal. 4:5-6 can beastly declare that W. Branham 

lack knowledge(?) 

          

See! After DALTON BRUCE, the last heretic made this wrong statement above against 

“the great Prophet W.BRANHAM” called from God, and said that, he was without 

knowledge (in book 10 ), which is a lie, he (D.Bruce) then failed under many damnable 

claims (in book 11), deviating, perverting and changing W. Branham‟s message, etc.   

This is why, bearing thus on himself, the curse declared above by the voice of Bethel, 

he has become “the accursed of today”. But Pastor Bruce would you love to abide an 

accursed?  
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NOTICE 
 

After the (EODH) men, Pastor DALTON BRUCE and his Proselytes of India (Ronald 

Watson, Soleman Brith and Nesan Raj) received the introductive letter of this book, they 

sent to me many Emails of warnings, challenges, intimidations, full of bitter words of 

abuses, blasphemy, curses and damnation pronounced under a wrathful breath of 

vengeance and murdering. However, I forgive them.  

Meanwhile, we all know that manner of doing to be the property of their “New Ministry” 

fabricated under the message of Mal.4:5-6, 2
nd

 fold. 

Dalton Bruce‟s Claims are now proved. His noise of the rejection of these Claims, presented in 

(EODH) book 16 is vain and useless; for it was with these Claims attached to the bruising of 

others ministers in the world, that he temporarily succeeded to seduce a part of the Bride‟s 

members, whom his Pastoral ministry can‟t lead to the “New outpouring”; but a prophetic 

ministry can, for God has no other way of bringing (leading) his secrets to be known, except by a 

prophet (7CA, pg324). 

Now as the Hope to take the people to the New outpouring has become Hopeless, It was 

necessary for Pastor Bruce to start finding his way out in (Book 16), to Prevent the great 

deception into his followers and to still keep them bound under Bethel Headquarter. 

This cunning tactic is the manner always used by any wise impersonator to escape 

reproaches and prevent the defection of his assembly. 

Thus, being exposed, we exhort our blind shepherd to repent, seek for the reconciliation 

and the unity of faith with the wounded members, for thus is the law of Christ in his 

body. 

NB: Now, time is not to reply to quarrels, but to bring forth the capstone messages.

 

 

 

 


